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A PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide members with an overview of adoption practices in Oldham and to give them an opportunity to ask questions and request information about any areas of interest/concern. This will include the current 'Oldham Adoption Improvement Plan' the adoption process and the Oldham approach to adoption. This will also provide an opportunity for members to suggest improvements to the service.

It is recognised that there is still much more to be done to improve the support that families receive before and after adoption and we need to reach out to people who have never thought of adopting. The Education Secretary has a range of powers to intervene in local authorities who are failing to fulfill their statutory duties as corporate parents and from September 2012 a new tougher framework for inspection of Adoption Support Agencies came into play.

Adoptions have fallen by 17 per cent over the last decade and this led to the government laying out plans to create a system that works for all children, regardless of where they live, a system which is quick, effective and robust. In a speech by Michael Gove he said "there is strong evidence that, in recent years, there has been too much reluctance to remove a child from circumstances of consistent and outright abuse and neglect" he also said “So let me underline this. We in Government will back social workers who take children into care”. He pointed out, the fact that more children are now being taken into care is not a problem we should lay at the door of social workers - but it is a problem if children in care are not found a proper home quickly.

B SUMMARY
The Government has set out a programme of reform for Adoption. The Action Plan for Adoption ‘Tackling Delay’ published in March 2012 (Appendix A) outlines why and how we should make the changes.

The Children in Care and Adoption Performance Tables were made available in May 2012; they show against 15 key indicators, how each local authority is performing. The tables help generate debate, discussion and, above all action. A table is provided for each of the indicators mainly based on a three year rolling average (the first set of data was for 2008-09 to 2010-11). The data is used to monitor the three key indicators within the adoption scorecard (published 11 May 2012) Appendix B.

Oldham’s performance in this set of data was amongst the 21 lowest performing authorities and triggered a visit from the DfE to look at our plans to address the issues that cause delay.
Following this meeting the DfE accepted that we know where our challenges lie and that we have robust plans in place to improve the outcomes for children adopted in Oldham. (see presentation to the DfE Appendix C). We were able to satisfy the DfE that we have sufficient checks in place that will provide external challenge on our progress, this includes using peer support and monitoring from Overview and Scrutiny. We developed an adoption improvement plan (Appendix D) that sets out how Oldham will improve our timeliness performance for children becoming adopted, and have made good progress with this in the last 6 months. We have also undertaken some comparative research between higher scoring local authorities and Oldham that provides us with recommendations for improvement. (Appendix E)

In October 2012 the 2009/19 -2011/12 adoption score card was published the results show our performance has improved in all the three key measures (Appendix F).

**Key Measures Improvement**

**A1** The average length of time between a child entering care and becoming adopted. This has improved by 45 days and we predict that the average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family will be on target by 2013.

**A2** The average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and finding a suitable family for adoption. This target will be more difficult to achieve we have improved by 46 days but still have to cut this timescale by another 40 days to meet the government target; our projections show that we will make good progress towards the 2010 -2013 average but that we may still fall short of achieving this by approx 13 days. This target is a joint responsibility between local authorities, the Courts and CAFCASS.

Until recently Family Proceeding courts and Judges have never been subject to performance targets. It is evident that this heightened level of scrutiny has led to Care proceedings being dealt with more quickly as the Courts prepare for the implementation of the Family Justice review. The North West Courts were poorer performing in comparison to other areas. The heightened scrutiny has led to better performance under A2. Practitioners report that the judiciary are demonstrating an increase awareness of the impact of delay, not just on targets but also on children.

**A3** The percentage of children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and being adopted The government have not specified a target for those children who wait less that 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family but our own performance this year has improved by 8% taking us from 54% to 62%, the expectation will be that we benchmark with our statistical neighbours and aim to improve our performance as we have done this time, year on year.

The scorecards have just been published nationally (November 30th) and we have improved our performance considerably. (Appendix G)

The Government accept that Local Authorities cannot accelerate the whole process of adoption alone, and so the introduction of measures, new legislation, ‘fast-tracking processes, and new concepts are some of the steps in place for LAs, the Family Justice System, and other national organisations. Presently they are consulting on a range of adoption and fostering proposals, this consultation ends on December the 7th 2012 and we expect more changes will follow.
The Government is now providing additional funding (£8 million in total) in 2012/13 to help councils to implement the reform programme to improve adoption practice and adoption services in their areas. Oldham will receive 48K. This will be used by appointing one Independent Reviewing Officer who will drive the IRO challenge on Adoption and timescales. The post will be for 6 months. Estimated cost 30k. The remaining 18k will be used towards the cost of specialist Family Finding for 5 children (2 sibling groups).

The Government is currently consulting on a range of adoption related issues, one of which is further approving adopters as foster carers. This is where children are placed with adopters who are approved foster carers whilst the Court makes a decision about a Child’s future. Oldham is in discussion with neighboring authorities about how to move this proposal forward, however whilst concurrent planning can be beneficial for children in terms of reducing delay, the number of adopters willing to do this are comparatively few.

We asked an independent social work consultant to visit several higher performing authorities to learn from their successes. Her overall conclusion was that Oldham had already made significant changes e.g. the adoption team taking responsibility for the adoption component of a permanency plan, identifying the need to make difficult decisions earlier e.g. separation of sibling groups. These changes have positively impacted on the adoption scorecard.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee may wish to ascertain more information about Adoption Services in Oldham and could consider:

- Interviews with adopters (prospective and confirmed)
- Gather views from people at different stages of the process to get a breadth of perspective.

Some further questions the committee may want to ask:

- How many children are adopted in Oldham?
- What leads the local authority to make an adoption plan for the child rather than fostering?
- How quickly do we make decisions about whether a child should be adopted?
- Can the adoption process be sped up?
- What can cause delays during an adoption and how can they be prevented?
- What causes time to be taken up? How long are court proceedings?
- What staff roles are involved in adoption?
- What are the criteria for adopters?
- How do professionals match children to adopters?
- How do we prevent adoption placements breaking down?
- How many adoption placements disrupt nationally and in Oldham?
- How does Oldham compare to other local authorities and with national statistics?
- Do we place Oldham children with Oldham adopters?
- How much does it cost to place a child for adoption?
- How are adopters recruited?
- Has the recession had an effect on adoption processes?
- How do we monitor placements?
- What is the protocol for contact with birth parents, if any?
Committee members may wish to continue to monitor the adoption timeliness and invite the Adoption service back to the PVFM committee in 12 months time to assess the progress of the adoption improvement plan and the implementation of government reforms in Oldham. In their role of community leaders committee members may be able to promote the national awareness raising campaign to build on the current public momentum including Adoption Week held in early November each year to attract potential adopters from all walks of life.

D CONSULTATION UNDERTAKEN

Legal □ Finance □ Other □

E IMPACT ON COMMUNITY STRATEGY & COMMUNITY COHESION

The government are going to introduce performance targets for the processing of adopters. This will ensure that we maintain the balance between offering a service to adults who wish to adopt and the resources needed to place children as quickly as possible Part of our recruitment strategy is inclusive as we try to recruit adopters from all walks of life to meet the diverse needs of children.

F IMPACT ON EQUALITIES

A draft clause was laid before Parliament on 7 November 2012 for pre-legislative scrutiny by the Select Committee on Adoption Legislation.

The draft clause:

- Remove the express duty on adoption agencies to give due consideration to religious persuasion, racial origin and cultural and linguistic background, when matching children with prospective adopters. This change reinforces the existing emphasis on the welfare of the child and the impact of any delay.
- Oldham’s current practice is that we try and place children in families who will have the capacity to meet all their needs eg we place dual heritage children with white families who have the ability to promote that child’s cultural and religious background
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An Action Plan for Adoption: Tackling Delay

Ministerial foreword

I was adopted when still a baby. My experience, and that of thousands of other adoptees, demonstrates that, whatever your start in life, being brought up by adults who provide you with stability and love is transformative.

Adoption today is not remotely as straightforward as when I was a child. Babies are now rarely relinquished by their mothers. Adoption now is much more likely to follow a period of neglect or abuse and time in care. That makes adoption today more complicated and more challenging. It is precisely the reason why I intend to ensure that our adoption system promotes successful and early adoptions, and does not thwart them.

Adoption is not suitable for all children who are removed from their birth parents and cannot be returned home. But there are many more than just the three thousand or so adopted last year, who need, and deserve, all that being adopted by a loving and caring family means. That adoptions are at their lowest point for a decade means a cruel rationing of human love for those most in need.

For those fortunate children who were adopted last year, too many waited too long. The average wait between their coming into care and being united with their adoptive parents was twenty one months. Only 60 babies were adopted in 2012.

In this Action Plan, we set out our proposals for tackling delay in the adoption system. It outlines what this Government intends to do to accelerate the whole adoption process so that more children benefit from adoption and more rapidly.

We shall:

- legislate to reduce the number of adoptions delayed in order to achieve a perfect or near ethnic match between adoptive parents and the adoptive child;

- require swifter use of the national Adoption Register in order to find the right adopters for a child wherever they might live;

- encourage all local authorities to seek to place children with their potential adopters in anticipation of the court's placement order;
- radically speed up the adopter assessment process so that two months are spent in training and information gathering – a pre-qualification phase – followed by four months of full assessment;

- introduce a “fast-track” process for those who have adopted before or who are foster carers wanting to adopt a child in their care; and

- develop the concept of a “national Gateway to adoption” as a consistent source of advice and information for those thinking about adoption.

Finally, the Action Plan sets out how we will measure improvements in tackling delay across the system, through a new performance scorecard.

This Action Plan is not the last word on improving adoption. There is much more to be done to improve the support that families receive after adoption and we need to reach out to people who have never thought of adopting. We shall publish further proposals later in the year.

Adoption gives our most neglected and disadvantaged children the new start they so desperately need. We are determined that no child misses out when that is what is best for them.

Michael Gove MP
Secretary of State for Education
Why we need an Action Plan for Adoption

The place of adoption in the care system

1. Children thrive in stable and loving families. Sometimes birth parents are unable to care for their children themselves. There are currently over 65,000 children in England whom local authorities are looking after, either with the agreement of their parents, or because the local authority has satisfied the family court that it is in the best interests of the child for them to be taken into care. Getting the best possible care for those children is one of the state’s most important responsibilities.

2. So what constitutes the best possible care? The answer depends on the individual circumstances and needs of each child, which are often challenging and complex. Over 60% of looked after children have been taken into care as a result of neglect or abuse, which can have long term damaging effects. A study in 2004 by the Office for National Statistics found that 42% of looked after children between the ages of five and 10 had a mental disorder of some kind – five times as many as for other children\(^1\). Age is also an important factor. Around a quarter of looked after children are under the age of five, and over half are aged between five and 16.

3. The best possible care involves giving children security, stability and love through their childhood and beyond. There are a range of permanent care options which can do this. Many looked after children – around 10,000 last year – are looked after by local authorities for short periods and then return home to live with their families. Local authorities are under a legal duty to support families to stay together when that is a realistic prospect. Three quarters of looked after children are in foster placements. For some this is a temporary arrangement, but for many children, particularly older children with a link to their birth parents, long-term foster care, often with family or friends, is the best permanent care option. Special guardianship was introduced in 2005 as a way of giving foster carers, a relative or family friend parental responsibility for a child without severing the child's ties with his or her birth family. It was designed primarily for older children and we have recently commissioned the University of York to investigate how it is working in practice. Residence orders were introduced in 1989 and are usually used

---

by relatives. Residence orders are made for around 1,000 looked after children each year. 6,000 looked after children are in children’s homes – which can provide the best environment for children with particularly complex and specialist needs. Each of these options can offer the best possible care to an individual child.

4. But in many cases adoption is the best option – particularly for younger children, but also for some older children. Adoption gives vulnerable children, including many with complex needs and a history of ill-treatment, the greatest possible stability, in a permanent home with a permanent family. It is, in every sense of the word, for good.

5. So it is concerning that the numbers of children adopted from care has been going down in recent years. Just 3,050 children found new homes through adoption last year – the lowest number since 2001. Over the same period a smaller but growing number of children have found a permanent home through a special guardianship order.

6. But with the number of looked after children under the age of five currently standing at 15,680 and growing quickly, this Government strongly believes that adoption is the best permanent option for more children than currently benefit from it.

7. The Government is determined to improve services and outcomes for looked after children in all these types of permanent care and we have already made progress. In relation to adoption, we have issued revised statutory guidance, which emphasises the need to avoid delay, launched the Adopter’s Charter, and supported the most successful National Adoption Week to date. In relation to children in care more widely, we are supporting intensive support programmes for children in, or on the edge of, care and their families, we have stripped out unnecessary bureaucracy from the regulatory framework for foster carers, and we have begun a programme of targeted improvement work to tackle underperformance in some children’s homes.

8. We are continuing to look at new ways to improve services for all looked after children including each of the permanent care options, and will set out how we intend to tackle these wider issues in a further publication in the summer. This Action Plan covers the steps we are taking urgently to address the problem of delays in the adoption system. This problem is increasingly recognised by leaders within the adoption sector, and means that some children, who would benefit from adoption, either never get that
opportunity or have to wait too long. This Action Plan is not our last word on adoption – indeed it identifies a series of vital issues which we will return to in our summer children in care publication.

Delay in the adoption system – its impact on children and how it occurs

9. A couple of statistics indicate how slowly the adoption system currently moves. For children who go on to be adopted, the average time between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family is one year and nine months. If children who go on to be adopted enter care when they are already past their infancy, at the age of two and a half, on average they will be nearly five by the time they move in with their adoptive family. But long periods between entering care and being adopted are neither inevitable, nor universal. They vary widely for different groups of children – at least partly because it is harder to find parents for children with complex needs. They also vary widely between different local authority areas. Last year, five local authorities placed every single child within 12 months of the decision that adoption was the best plan for them. But another four local authorities placed fewer than half their children in need of adoption over the same timescale. The individual circumstances of these children are complex, but at least some of this variation is a result of unnecessary delay in local adoption and family justice systems.

10. Delays in the adoption system cause lasting harm for vulnerable children, and may rob them of their best chance of the love and stability of a new family. Based on an in-depth study of the case histories of 130 older looked after children for whom adoption had been identified as the best option, Dr Julie Selwyn concluded that: ‘delay in decision making and action has an unacceptable price in terms of the reduction in children’s life chances and the financial costs to local authorities, the emotional and financial burden later placed on adoptive families and future costs to society’\(^2\). We must not and will not allow unnecessary delay to continue.

11. This is not just an issue for local authorities, which are involved in all parts of the adoption system, and voluntary adoption agencies, whose role is predominantly in recruiting, assessing, approving and supporting prospective adopters. It is an issue for

all the agencies and professionals in the adoption system and the family justice system, throughout the process from a child becoming known to the local authority to their being successfully placed in a permanent home.

12. Where children are exposed to neglect and abuse, local authority safeguarding teams should act quickly to bring them into care or provide services to enable them to stay at home safely. Professor Harriet Ward’s recent study of 57 children in ten local authorities found that many children are left in damaging situations for too long before being removed. The Government is seeking to address this issue through a programme of workforce reform which follows on from Professor Eileen Munro’s review of child protection. We are, for example, working with eight local authorities to test less prescriptive approaches to assessment. The emerging findings are encouraging and suggest that reducing bureaucracy and focussing on timely, professional judgments can have the positive impact on practice envisaged by Professor Munro.

13. Local authorities must apply to a court to bring a child into care. Courts may then make an interim care order to give local authorities parental responsibility for the child, while the court considers the case, and ultimately a full care order. The decision is made by a court so that it can provide independent scrutiny of the evidence from the local authority, the parents and, where appropriate, the child. This part of the process is the responsibility of the whole family justice system – which includes local court staff, judges, lawyers, local authorities, health professionals and other expert advisors, including those from the Children and Family Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass). But at the moment, as the recent Family Justice Review confirmed, it takes far too long – an average of 55 weeks. Our programme of reforms flowing from the review aim dramatically to speed up care proceedings, including by legislating for a time limit within which all bar exceptional cases must be completed. This Action Plan builds on and complements those reforms.

14. Local authorities should be considering whether adoption or one of the other permanent care options is best for the child at as early a stage as possible. Statutory guidance requires them to have decided on the best option within four months of the child entering

care. Fieldwork done in drawing up this Action Plan suggests that all too often they wait unnecessarily until this deadline, or even significantly exceed it.

15. If the local authority does decide that adoption is the best option, it must apply to the court for a placement order, unless the child’s parents have consented to the child being placed for adoption. The court will consider whether adoption is indeed the best option and, if it agrees, make the placement order – often in parallel with considering and making the care order. Statutory guidance now makes clear that, once the local authority decides that adoption is the best option, the search for an adoptive family can and must begin straightaway. A recent investigation by Professor Elaine Farmer suggested that family finding in most local authorities tends only to begin after the court has considered and made a placement order, which can take many months. The same investigation showed that local authorities often ‘strove to find a notional ‘ideal’ family for children’, rather than identifying the best available family as quickly as possible, and were sometimes unwilling to widen the search for suitable families outside of their local area.4

16. In short, there is the potential for unnecessary delay to develop throughout a child’s journey towards adoption.

17. One of the primary reasons why children miss out on adoption altogether, or spend most of their early childhood waiting to be matched with a family, is the mismatch between children in need of adoption and the families approved to adopt them. Disabled children, sibling groups, children with severe emotional and behavioural difficulties, older children and black children all currently wait longer than average. For many of these children, the main reason for this is that there are currently far fewer prospective adopters who are willing or able to adopt children with complex needs. To reduce delay for these children, we need to recruit a greater number of prospective adopters, and we need to do more to encourage and help them to adopt children with more complex needs.

18. The Government supports the long-standing principle that the adoption system exists to serve vulnerable children, not adults who wish to adopt. There is no entitlement to be
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assessed or approved as a prospective adopter. But this principle seems in some cases to have led to too little attention being paid to the treatment of prospective adopters.

19. In fact, to serve the best interests of children, the adoption system needs to do everything possible to encourage and welcome a broad range of prospective adopters; it needs to prepare them thoroughly for the many challenges – and joys – involved in giving a loving home to a child who may have suffered severe trauma and face great developmental uncertainty; and it needs to maximise the numbers that go on to adopt successfully. Yet we hear from all too many potential adopters for whom it has done the reverse. One couple waited six weeks only to be told by the local authority that they were not recruiting. Another said that they were made to feel that their enquiries were an inconvenience – so much so that they apologised when the local authority eventually responded to say they were not recruiting. For one would-be single adopter the assessment process took two years to complete. Throughout, she felt she was treated like a suspect, and that the process was ‘disempowering and debilitating’. It is no surprise that many people give up before becoming approved adopters or are deterred from pursuing it in the first place.

20. Happily, these cases do not reflect the system as a whole – many adopters receive an efficient, professional and supportive service. Adopters also tell us of the excellent support they have received from social workers, and of a preparation process that is deeply thought-provoking and valuable. But we are led to conclude that there are more people willing and able to give a child a stable, loving home, who never get beyond an initial tentative enquiry, or who do not complete the assessment process. That is why we need to ensure that the adoption system provides a high-quality service to all prospective adopters, and dismisses any negative perceptions that may put some prospective adopters off before they begin.

Case study

"My experiences are within the timescale below:
June 2008: First I rang my local authority to say that I was interested in adopting a child.
July 2008: A social worker from the local authority visited me at home and recommended that I attended their preparation groups.
September 2008: I attended the preparation group sessions over 4 days and confirmed
my commitment to adopting a child.

April 2009: I was allocated a social worker for the home assessment process.
September 2010: My application to adopt went to Panel and I was approved.
September 2010 – to date: No match with a child as yet."

Case study

“We were very lucky as, once we’d contacted social services, everything fell into place very quickly. There were 2 places on an introduction course the following month, and we were able to attend. We also had a lot of time free over Christmas that year to begin preparing for the assessment, so that when the social worker started visiting at the beginning on 2006, we were well prepared. We went to panel and were approved in June and matched in October of the same year.”

21. Previous Governments have shared our desire to make greater use of adoption but, their efforts have tended to have more limited or short-lived impact than was intended. Guidance issued by the Department of Health in 1998 (LAC 98 (20)) sought to address many of the same problems as this Action Plan, but it was not accompanied by a programme of system reform, and did not have all the desired impact on social work practice. In 2000, Prime Minister Tony Blair led a major overhaul of adoption legislation, guidance and practice. He increased funding for adoption, set out new National Adoption Standards, established an independent mechanism for reviewing the assessments of prospective adopters who are turned down, and introduced specific targets for adoption numbers. At its high point this reform programme achieved an increase of 38% in the number of children adopted from care, despite misplaced suspicions that it was an attempt to split up families, but in time adoption slipped back down the agenda. When financial incentives were removed, improvements in the system was not sustained. The emphasis on keeping families together meant that adoption began to be seen as an anachronism.

22. Our proposals include some changes to adoption legislation and guidance, but unlike previous attempts at reform they focus on other less direct influences on social worker practice. In Chapter 1, we set out improvements to professional development to ensure social workers’ decisions are informed by the latest evidence about the impact of delay
on children; we seek to improve the local authority management systems within which social workers work; and we suggest local conversations about how good practice in placing children with families quickly can be implemented more widely. Our overriding focus is on reducing delay for children.

23. We also pay close attention to the quality of the service experienced by prospective adopters, on whom the adoption system depends. We invited leaders from the adoption system to form a Working Group to lead this part of our work. We are immensely grateful to the group for their dedication and enthusiasm. As set out in Chapter 2, they have suggested a radical overhaul of the adopter assessment process to make it shorter, more supportive, more consistent and more analytical; and they have proposed improvements to the recruitment of prospective adopters, to the availability of information for them and to the support they receive as they adopt and thereafter.

**Expert Working Group on Adoption**

Hilary Brooks (Brent local authority); John Coughlan (Hampshire local authority); Steve Crocker (Hampshire local authority); Elaine Dibben (British Association for Adoption and Fostering); Matt Dunkley (East Sussex local authority and President of the Association of Directors of Children’s Services); Jan Fishwick (Parents and Children Together); Philippa French (adoptive parent); Norman Goodwin (Adoption Matters); David Holmes (British Association for Adoption and Fostering); Carol Homden (Coram); Sally Marriott (adoptive parent); Judith Matthews (Leeds local authority); Mark Owers (NSPCC); Jonathan Pearce (Adoption UK); Julie Selwyn (University of Bristol); John Simmonds (British Association for Adoption and Fostering); Chris Smith (Consortium of Voluntary Adoption Agencies); Ian Smith (Lewisham local authority).

24. As we set out in Chapter 3, we will back these changes by ensuring the accountability regime places much stronger incentives on local authorities and the family justice system to tackle unnecessary delay.

25. Martin Narey’s leadership of this phase of reform deserves special tribute. He put the case for radical reform of the adoption system back on the agenda with courage and skill last year. Since then, in his role as Ministerial Advisor on Adoption, his energy and ambition for improving the lives of our most vulnerable children has driven the pace of our work and his expertise has been of immense value to Ministers and officials alike.
26. In the interests of the most vulnerable children in our society, our aim is profound and lasting reform.

**Case study**

“Adoption is not second best, it is first best. We have ups and downs like anyone else; we have a very busy house. The kids are so happy and loved. They are such positive things that have come into our lives. We are making strong and confident little people, and we have as normal a family life as anyone else.”
Chapter 1: Finding children loving homes without delay

The dangers of delay

27. Babies are born with immature brains, which then develop rapidly in the first two years of life. The social experiences of babies and young children, in particular the intense bond formed with their primary carer, have a significant effect on this development. They need to form attachments, or secure and stable relationships, with one or two main carers in order to develop physically, emotionally and intellectually. Children who are insecurely attached have more difficulties regulating their emotions and showing empathy for others. They may also have difficulties forming attachments later in life. A review of international evidence on attachment concluded that those who were adopted before 12 months of age were as securely attached as their non-adopted peers, whereas those adopted after their first birthday showed less attachment security than non-adopted children. Thus if birth parents cannot provide or develop the capacity to provide good enough care, early separation and timely placement in a permanent form of care are likely to offer the best hope of a full recovery from early trauma or attachment deficits.

28. That is why it is so important that we back social workers to intervene quickly and decisively where they identify neglect and abuse – whether by supporting parents to address the family’s problems or by removing children from actual or potential significant harm. We now know that the system tends to overestimate the capacity of families to improve, and to prioritise keeping families together even where it may compromise children’s development. Professor Harriet Ward followed up a group of 43 infants identified as at risk of suffering harm before their first birthday, and found that just under half of the children who remained with birth parents were still considered at risk at the age of three. Almost all professionals did everything they could to keep families together and parents were given repeated opportunities to prove they could look after a child. Professor Elaine Farmer made similar findings in a study of 138 children taken into care.

---

then returned to their parents – two years after their return, 59% had suffered further abuse or neglect⁹.

29. Once children are in care, delay in moving them into stable, long-term placements continues to be harmful to them, whatever their age. It makes it more likely that they will have to move between a number of temporary placements and suffer further emotional upheaval, and it means that if and when they are adopted, they are more likely to display behavioural and attachment problems. A study following up a sample of children who were adopted or in long-term foster care, found that the later a child was placed with permanent carers the lower the chances of improvement in relation to their emotional and behavioural difficulties¹⁰. These difficulties, in turn, are associated with an increased risk of the adoptive placement breaking down¹¹.

30. As children grow older in care, waiting to be matched to an adoptive family, it gets less and less likely that they will be adopted at all. A child’s age is one of the strongest predictors of whether or not they will be adopted. In fact, research has found that children’s chances of adoption reduce by almost 20% for every year of delay¹².

31. Given all this evidence, and even given their often complex needs, it cannot be right that babies and young children for whom adoption has been identified as the right option commonly wait two or even three years.

Case study

Jane and Hugh adopted Louise at 14 months, through a voluntary adoption agency. The couple already knew when they approached the agency that they wanted to adopt a child with a disability. Louise has a number of disabilities, both physical and developmental.

Jane says, “We had always intended to adopt a child with disabilities. Having had birth children and also worked with children for 20 years we felt we had the experience and

---

time to give to a child with additional needs. Our journey to adopting our daughter took two years and was very difficult at times. She has now been with us two and a half years having arrived in our family at 14 months old. Although she has both learning and physical difficulties which can be hard work at times we feel very privileged to be the parents of such a special girl who is a real blessing on our lives. We are so pleased we chose to adopt!”

The couple often speak of their experience at conferences and events, in the hope that others will consider adoption as a possibility for their family. They hope that their positive experience of adopting Louise, who has enriched their lives, will encourage others to consider what they could offer a disabled child.

The importance of social work

32. Social workers have an extremely sensitive, challenging, and important job to do. We expect them to make decisions which change lives, on what can only ever be imperfect evidence. We owe them a great deal of gratitude.

33. When a social worker is considering a decision about adoption, the risks of getting it wrong are all too evident in terms of the impact on vulnerable children, birth parents and adoptive parents. What can be less obvious is the harm done to the child by delaying a decision in order to allay all remaining doubts.

34. Social workers need time to gather the necessary evidence, work with birth parents and provide the basis for a robust decision. Some argue that efforts to speed up adoption will lead to an increase in adoption breakdown, by forcing social workers and local authorities to make rushed and therefore lower quality decisions. Adoption breakdown is of course an important issue and we currently have too little data and evidence about it. Estimates have tended to put it at around 20%, but in his recent report, Martin Narey convincingly argued that the true figure was much lower – around ten percent for children adopted under the age of five, and just three percent for those adopted under the age of one. He cited a study which followed a high risk group of children – adopted between the ages of five and eleven – until their fourteenth birthday. It found that 23% of the adoptions had broken down by that age, which would suggest a much lower rate for adopted children overall. We have commissioned the University of Bristol to undertake further research
into the rate of and reasons for breakdown.

35. But it is too simplistic to argue that speedier adoption will lead to more adoption breakdown. First, it is wrong to suggest that unnecessary delay in the system is all down to social worker decision-making – the causes are much more widespread and include the regulatory and accountability frameworks, the supply of prospective adopters and issues in the family justice system. Second, as we have seen, taking longer to make decisions is in itself harmful to children and reduces the chance of successful adoption.

36. A high-quality decision in the best interests of the child is one which weighs the risks of deferring a decision appropriately against all the other factors. So for example, the clear consensus amongst our Working Group is that waiting long periods for the perfect match between child and adopters is quite simply the wrong thing to do; adoptive parents who can meet the needs of that child and are available quickly may offer the very best future for the child.

37. Our responsibility to social workers is to ensure that the adoption system gives them all the support they need to get the balance right. That means appropriate and effective training based on the latest research evidence and best practice, and a clear regulatory and management framework that helps them to make timely and robust decisions in the best interests of children.

Better training and professional development for the social care workforce

38. Building on the work of the previous Government, and with the support of the sector, we have made significant progress on social work reform. Professor Eileen Munro’s review has prompted a shift away from bureaucratic box-ticking through a radical reduction in central prescription and guidance. We want to replace a culture of defensive compliance with one which gives social workers more freedom to use their professional expertise and judgement.

39. Earlier this year, we launched the College of Social Work which will set standards for the quality of social work training and seek to improve professional development for social workers. We have launched ‘Step Up to Social Work’ – a prestigious new route into the profession for people transferring from successful careers in other fields which provides
high-quality training alongside paid work leading to a masters qualification as a social worker within 18 months rather than the usual 24.

40. Another recent development has been the piloting of a small number of Social Work Practices, whereby organisations led by social workers can perform local authority functions, such as adoption, under contract to a local authority, so long as they are registered as Voluntary Adoption Agencies. We think that public service mutuals may have the potential to lead to more effective and efficient adoption services. The Cabinet Office is supporting some of the most promising mutuals and we will explore these opportunities, including any regulatory or legislative changes required, in further detail ahead of our summer children in care publication.

41. We need to ensure that this reform momentum delivers the greatest possible benefits for adoption and children in care services – it has so far not had a specific focus on adoption and children in care. The Government will give further consideration to what needs to be done to equip the children in care workforce to deliver the Government’s vision. We will include any further reform proposals in our summer children in care publication.

42. Currently, the generic degree for social workers contains limited content on child development, attachment theory and other relevant research from neuroscience, and very little on adoption. The Government is asking that universities address these gaps as a matter of urgency. The Government will also work with the College of Social Work and others to develop a range of specialised continuous professional development to support the development and training needs of social workers who may decide to work in the area of children in care and adoption. We will ensure that there is a specific focus on developing the knowledge they need to weigh the impact of delay appropriately in the decisions they make about adoption.

43. The Family Justice Review identified a similar issue and suggested that a better understanding of child development and the negative impacts of delay for children was an absolute requirement for all family judges. It recommended that the Judicial College, the provider of training for judicial office-holders, reflect this in its training for family law work. The Government accepted this recommendation and will work with the Judicial College to take it forward.
44. At present, there is no readily accessible reference material for family justice professionals, such as judges, magistrates and lawyers, on the impact of delay on a child’s development. To address this, the Government has commissioned Professor Harriet Ward to produce some concise but authoritative guidance which summarises the key research evidence in the context of care proceedings. The Government will make this guidance available later this year.

A framework to support swift decision making

45. Social workers cannot and should not work in isolation when making difficult decisions about adoption. They need a regulatory framework that provides the checks and safeguards that allow them to work confidently, but which avoids duplication and unnecessary delay. With this in mind the Government has accepted the Family Justice Review’s recommendation that one of the functions of adoption panels be removed. The regulatory framework requires local authorities to establish adoption panels, whose role is to advise on certain decisions made by adoption agencies.

46. One of the roles of adoption panels is to advise local authorities on the decision as to whether adoption is the best option for a particular child. However, in most cases the local authority can only act on that decision and place a child for adoption if a family court agrees to make a placement order. In these cases, the Family Justice Review argued it was unnecessary for the adoption panel to duplicate the court’s role in providing independent scrutiny of the evidence in each individual case. The Government will implement the recommendation that this role of adoption panels be removed through changes to regulations that will come into force this summer. Where the court is not involved, the function of the adoption panel will remain in place. The Government made a series of regulatory changes last year to make the membership of panels more flexible. There must be five members, including at least one social worker and at least one independent person. We will ask our Working Group to review further the role of the adoption panel in the approval of prospective adopters and of adoption matches in time for the summer children in care publication.

47. Social workers also need appropriate support and oversight within their own management chains. Professor Elaine Farmer’s study found that the use of formal monitoring to track the cases of children in need of adoption appeared to reduce the time
taken to find families for them in complex cases. The fieldwork we did in drawing up this Action Plan supported this finding. We spoke to a number of local authorities who had rigorous case management systems, which were effective in tackling delay. The London Borough of Harrow, which works with the voluntary adoption agency Coram, holds monthly meetings chaired by a Coram senior manager at which the progress of every child is tracked. These meetings help social workers to balance the demands on their time and give due regard to the child’s pressing timetable in their decision-making. They provide a forum for delay to be escalated and tackled – for example by widening the search for a family to other agencies. They can also offer a useful mechanism for the Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO) to monitor the local authority’s performance of its functions. Every looked after child has an IRO, who is appointed by the local authority to quality-assure care planning.

48. Our fieldwork showed that these simple but effective approaches are not yet standard practice. The Government will therefore work with the Children’s Improvement Board – the consortium of local government representatives responsible for supporting local authorities in improving children’s services – to gather and disseminate best practice in establishing management systems that help ensure swifter high-quality decision-making.

Case study

Two cases in a North West local authority involved the adoption of sibling groups of four children (one sibling group consisted of four children, each of whom were from a different ethnic background). Both groups of siblings had come from similar family backgrounds of parental drug and alcohol misuse, and all of the children had been subject to neglect. In each case the sibling groups were successfully placed for adoption together and in both cases this was achieved within 9 months of the decision to place for adoption.

The key factors that achieved good outcomes in these cases were:

- Timely and effective assessment of the children’s needs and attachments.
- Proactive case management which ensured that all required actions were

---

taken at the earliest possible stage.

- Strong commitment from the organisation and workers that they would go all out to achieve the best possible placement for the children despite the apparently daunting prospect of placing four siblings together.

- Good communication and joint working between the key professional players such as child and family social worker, family finding social worker and psychological services.

Matching children to prospective adopters without delay

49. One of the key points at which delay can occur is the process of matching a child to an adoptive family. As with all decisions relating to the adoption of a child, the overriding principle in finding a match is the child’s welfare throughout their life, and this is reflected in existing regulations and statutory guidance. As we have seen, delay can harm a child’s welfare so should be a key consideration during the matching process.

50. The delay faced by black children during this process needs particular attention. They take around a year longer to be adopted after entering care than white and Asian children. One reason for this is that in some parts of the system, the belief persists that ensuring a perfect or near perfect match based on the child’s ethnicity is necessarily in the child’s best interests, and automatically outweighs other considerations, such as the need to find long-term stability for the child quickly. In Professor Elaine Farmer’s study for the Adoption Research Initiative, attempts to find families of similar ethnicity were a cause of delay for 70% of the black and minority ethnic children who experienced delay\(^\text{14}\). Ethnicity encompasses not only race, but also cultural, religious and linguistic background. A study by Dr Julie Selwyn found that children’s profiles often included the specific requirement for the prospective adoptive parents to match the child’s ethnicity, with “same-race” placements dominating the Child Permanence Report over and above other needs. This study also found that some social workers were so pessimistic about finding ethnically matched adopters that there was little family finding activity. Consequently many minority ethnic children had their plan changed away from

---

adoption\textsuperscript{15}.

51. In fact, a review of research on transracial adoption by the Evan B. Donaldson Institute concluded that adoption across ethnic boundaries does not in itself produce psychological or behavioural problems in children. However, where a child is adopted across ethnic boundaries, they and their families can face a range of challenges. The manner in which parents handle these challenges, particularly their sensitivity and approach to racism, facilitates or hinders children’s development. The authors conclude that these challenges need to be addressed when matching children with families and in preparing families to meet their children’s needs\textsuperscript{16}. A recent review of international evidence on matching in adoptions from care has also shown that adoptions across ethnic boundaries are at no greater risk of disruption\textsuperscript{17}.

52. That is not to say that ethnicity can never be a consideration. Where there are two sets of suitable parents available then those with a similar ethnicity to the child may be the better match for the child. Sometimes an ethnic match will be in a child’s best interests, for example where an older child expresses strong wishes. However, it is not in the best interests of children for social workers to introduce any delay at all into the adoption process in the search for a perfect or even partial ethnic match when parents who are otherwise suitable are available and able to provide a loving and caring home for the child.

53. Similarly, there are approved adopters who are ready and able to offer loving homes but who are too readily disregarded because they are single, or considered too old. These can, of course, be relevant factors, but we know that in most cases delay and the instability associated with it will be the greater potential cause of damage to the child.

54. The Government will bring forward primary legislation at the next available opportunity to address these issues. The overriding principle in finding a match for a child will remain what is in the child’s best interests throughout their life.

\textsuperscript{15} Selwyn, J et al (2010) \textit{Pathways to Permanence for Black, Asian and Mixed Ethnicity Children}. British Association for Adoption and Fostering.


\textsuperscript{17} Quinton D (2012) \textit{Matching In Adoptions From Care: A Conceptual And Research Review}. British Association for Adoption and Fostering.
Case study

Helen and Andrew waited a long time to have children. They adopted Matthew and Nicola, who are of mixed ethnic origin, through a voluntary adoption agency. They adopted their first child, Matthew, who is of mixed Hungarian/Albanian descent, when he was six months old. Now nine years of age, he is a confident and well-adjusted young boy.

The couple found adopting Matthew such a positive experience that they decided to do it again. They were matched with 18 month old Nicola, who is from a Slovakian/Romani background. Before the placement, Nicola had been moved from two foster families, and could not walk or talk.

They worried about how Matthew would cope with the introduction of another child, as he has Asperger’s syndrome. But Matthew was fully involved with Nicola’s adoption, and is now very protective towards his little sister. Nicola is now walking and talking without a problem, and the family have never looked back on their decision.

Helen and Andrew stress that adopting a child with additional needs did not deter them from adopting a second child. They simply believe it takes management and support to make it work.

Living in a multicultural area has helped the children form a strong sense of identity. Matthew currently attends a school with a high intake of Eastern European children, as well as Irish. Nicola attends a toddlers’ group where she plays with children of a similar ethnicity and skin colour to her. These factors will play a very important part in Matthew and Nicola developing their self-esteem and confidence.

The agency supported the family through every stage of the adoption process. Helen says ‘I cannot fault the agency, and have always been happy with the work they have done for us.’
Increasing the use of national family finding resources

55. The adoption system comprises a mixture of local and national elements. Deciding on the best permanent care option for a child and identifying a suitable adoptive family needs to be done by a local authority and informed by detailed knowledge of the child. Equally, however, the wider the local authority extends its search for a suitable family, the greater the chance a child will be matched quickly. If local authorities can not initially identify a suitable match amongst the adopters they have approved, they can seek matches through other local authorities or through voluntary adoption agencies, either directly, through consortia arrangements, or through the Adoption Register. The Register is a database of children waiting for adoption and approved prospective adopters that enables potential “matches” between children and families to be made.

56. Professor Elaine Farmer’s investigation into family finding and matching identified that in 30% of cases, delay was associated with unwillingness to seek a family outside of a local authority’s own group of approved adopters\(^\text{18}\). Our Working Group also identified this issue. Statutory guidance already requires local authorities to refer to the Adoption Register all children for whom they don’t identify a potential family within three months of the decision that adoption is the best plan for them. The Working Group proposes that the Government make this requirement in regulations. Local authorities should, of course, continue their own direct efforts to search for suitable families in parallel. The Working Group argues that there should be a new regulatory requirement to keep information about children up to date. It also proposes a legislative requirement on all adoption agencies to refer to the Adoption Register all prospective adopters who are not being matched to a child within three months of being approved (provided the adopters agree).

57. We welcome these proposals, which will help ensure everything possible is done at both a local and national level to find a suitable match for those children in need of adoption. It is important to ensure the information about a child is kept up to date, particularly where the child has been referred to the Adoption Register. It is that information that will enable the Register Team to identify suitable potential matches, all of which should be considered promptly by the child’s social worker. It is also essential that prospective adopters have the fullest information about the child so that they can be properly

prepared and support services can fully reflect the child’s needs. We will take these proposals forward as part of our response to the Working Group’s report as a whole, which is set out in the next chapter. Adoption agencies can implement the proposals immediately within the existing regulatory framework, but we will consult on regulatory changes to make them requirements this autumn with a view to implementing them as early as possible next year.

58. We are also considering other ways of promoting earlier and wider efforts in family finding. Over the last decade, about 20% of children who have been adopted were placed with adopters recruited and approved by voluntary adoption agencies, but voluntary adoption agencies tell us they could do more. One of the reasons that many local authorities do not make more use of them is that they think the inter-agency fee is too high. In fact, Dr Julie Selwyn has found that inter-agency placements cost virtually the same as in-house placements when overheads are taken into account 19. As part of our work for the summer children in care publication, we intend to review the effectiveness of local authority commissioning arrangements for adoption, and consider whether further action should be taken to increase the role of voluntary adoption agencies in the system.

Making it possible for early placements to become permanent

59. Our aim is to help children find loving permanent homes as early as is possible and to minimise the damage caused by disruption to children of moving between placements. This means that wherever a local authority has decided that adoption is the plan for a child, they should aim to place that child as early as possible with the carers who are likely to become their adoptive parents. This can never pre-empt a court’s decision that a child should be adopted, but it means that whether or not the child is adopted, they should suffer less trauma from disruption. The circumstances of each child will be different. Their needs for contact, and the likelihood of a return to their birth family will vary in each case, and with them the demands on the foster carers, prospective adopters and local authority – but the single principle of placing children in families as early as possible should shape all practice, and as we explain below, we will amend legislation to make this easier.

---

19 Selwyn, J.; Sempik, J.; Thurston, P. and Wijedasa, D. (2009) Adoption and the inter-agency fee. DCSF-RB149
60. Concurrent planning is a well-established process which can help provide early stability for children who may be adopted. Where local authorities use this approach, prospective adopters who are also approved as foster carers, care for the child from soon after the child enters care and work with the local authority to see if a child can return home, assessing the birth parents’ capacity to care for the child and maintaining contact. Concurrent planning has been introduced in several London authorities including Harrow, Islington and Camden, in partnership with Coram. Almost all concurrent planning placements have resulted in the baby being adopted by the carers with whom they have lived, in most cases, from just a few weeks of age. Concurrent planning means that children get a stable loving home as early as possible and that the risks of disruption are taken by adults rather than children.

61. We would like the principles behind concurrent planning to be used more widely and for children as well as infants. Whilst there can be no question of pre-empting a court decision, we want to see local authorities working with family-finding teams as early as possible to find potential permanent carers for children, and children with families who may, if the court agrees, go on to adopt them. Where a child’s case is still in court and no placement order has been made, these placements are foster placements under the Children Act 1989.

62. While such practice is consistent with the current legislative framework, the Government believes that it should be easier for local authorities to approve prospective adopters as foster carers as this would enable more children to benefit from a greater continuity of care. We will therefore consult on changes to legislation to enable a more stream-lined process for prospective adopters to be approved as foster carers in appropriate cases. This will enable vulnerable children, for whom there is little likelihood of a return home, to be placed with their potential permanent carers as early as possible. Local authorities will make sure that carers have the necessary skills, training and ongoing support to meet the needs of the child who is being fostered whilst allowing full consideration of the placement order application by the courts, and the birth family will continue to be supported.

63. These practices are well-established in some areas – Harrow and East Sussex, for example, as well as concurrent placements delivered over a number of local authorities by Coram – but it is not widespread. With the support of sector bodies such as the
British Association of Adoption and Fostering, the Consortium of Voluntary Adoption Agencies, Coram and the Association of Directors of Children’s Services, and leadership of Martin Narey, the Government will promote wider application of existing good practice. With the support of the British Association of Adoption and Fostering, Consortium of Voluntary Adoption Agencies, Coram and the Association of Directors of Children’s Services, the Government is asking all Directors of Children’s Services to convene local discussions with social workers and others in the family justice system to discuss these kinds of practice and any barriers to applying them, and to share the outcome of their discussions.

**Case study**

Martin, now aged 16 months, was placed from birth with foster carers who had adopted his older sibling. This plan gave Martin the opportunity to spend at least the early part of his childhood with his older sibling and of reducing the potential number of moves he experienced if the Court decided that the best plan for him was adoption. While the birth parents’ situation had not changed from the situation that had led to the adoption of his older brother, thorough parenting and family assessments were arranged by the Court as part of the care proceedings.

Martin suffered from feeding difficulties which caused distress to him and to his birth mother in contact meetings. The foster parents were able to assist the birth mother with feeding Martin during the contact, which was potentially a sensitive issue for all parties. In this case the input was a positive experience for the birth mother and Martin and has facilitated a helpful relationship between the adults for future contact arrangements. A placement order was made when Martin was 13 months old and he and his adoptive family are now able to consolidate the secure start that Martin has received with them.
Chapter 2: valuing prospective adopters

What needs to change

64. We owe people who are willing to adopt a child the greatest respect. They are offering to make a unique and inspiring life-long commitment and do a great service to society by bringing themselves the joy of adoptive parenthood. The way they are treated by the adoption system should reflect this.

65. It should also reflect the fact that we need more adopters, especially those who are willing to adopt older children, sibling groups, and children with disabilities. We do not have comprehensive national data comparing the number of approved adopters with the number of children in need of adoption, but the numbers from the Adoption Register give the best available indication. The Register accounts for around 12% of matches each year, and referrals to it are not consistent across adoption agencies. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that there are currently around 2000 children on the Register because a family can not be found for them locally, but only 325 approved adopters. There are about 80 sibling groups of three on the Register, and only about three adopters willing to consider adopting up to three children.

66. Many prospective adopters are satisfied with the service they receive, but many are not. It is symptomatic of a system which does not always pay enough attention to prospective adopters that we do not currently have any comprehensive national information about their experiences. We do have one recent (although self-selecting) survey of adopters by Adoption UK which found that around two thirds were satisfied with their experience of the adoption system, while around one third were dissatisfied\(^2\). This supports our view that while some adopters receive a good service, even amongst those who complete the assessment process successfully, there are a significant number who do not. Feedback to Government and to the Ministerial Adviser, Martin Narey, has helped us develop a clear picture of what is going wrong for some prospective adopters.

67. While some prospective adopters receive welcoming reassurance and support when they express interest in adoption, others find that adoption agencies respond slowly or not at

\(^2\) Waiting to be parents: adopters’ experiences of being recruited, Adoption UK, (2010)
all to initial enquiries from those interested in adopting. As a result, many people give up and do not pursue their interest in adoption.

68. Some prospective adopters find the training and assessment process a thorough, valuable and rewarding opportunity to examine and develop their capacity to look after vulnerable children with complex needs. The process gives them the time they need to prepare thoroughly, and they are quickly matched to a child – in some cases on the same day as they are approved as adopters.

69. Others simply do not feel valued. They feel unable to complain about delays or poor service, because they fear that it may affect their chances of adopting a child. The adoption agency they are working with ultimately makes the decision about whether or not they are suitable for adoption. They do not get the opportunity to ask obvious questions or discuss their strengths and weaknesses openly during training because it runs in parallel with and so may compromise the assessment of their suitability to adopt. They find that their assessment tends to focus on ticking boxes and writing long reports, rather than on a professional and critical analysis of their capacity to parent a child. Above all, many prospective adopters find that the assessment drags on for much longer than the eight months set out in the statutory guidance, sometimes with no clear sense of when it will end.

70. And the problems go beyond the training and assessment process. Some adoption agencies have real strengths in targeted recruitment. But on a broader scale, efforts to recruit prospective adopters currently tend to be fragmented, localised and ad hoc – and do not attract sufficient prospective adopters who are willing, with appropriate support, to take on the types of child who are often harder to place. Some adoptive families receive effective counselling and support from their adoption agencies when they encounter emotional or behavioural issues. But many prospective adopters find it hard to find out for certain what support they can expect to receive once they have been matched with a child, not least because the level of support available varies widely between different local authorities and voluntary adoption agencies.

A vision for a new approach to prospective adopters

71. In response to this urgent need for reform, the Government asked a group of leading experts from across the sector to help us rethink the adoption system for prospective
adopter in order to get the best for children in need of adoption. The membership of this Working Group is set out at paragraph 23.

72. The group is proud of the high performance of the adoption system at its best, but they also recognise as well-founded our assessment of the weaknesses of the system for prospective adopters set out above. We are very grateful to them for the speed and dedication with which they have worked, and we welcome their proposals for a radically redesigned system, building on the best of current practice.

73. We want an adoption system where enquiries from potential adopters always receive a prompt and welcoming response. We want potential adopters to have ready access to the information they need in order to understand adoption and the training and assessment process. We want them to know what quality of service they can expect from adoption agencies and feel able to demand it if necessary. We want the quality of the information and training provided by adoption agencies to be high. Training has a vital role in equipping prospective adopters with the skills to help an adopted child recover from the loss and disruption, developmental delay and ill-treatment that he or she may have suffered. We want the assessment of prospective adopters to feel planned, timely and transparent, and to be rigorous without being unnecessarily burdensome.

Case study

Kevin and his civil partner Mark adopted their daughter in 2010. “The local authority was fantastic and of all the councils we contacted, they were the only ones who got back to us. They were positive about the fact that we were a same-sex couple and that put us at ease. We didn’t find the adoption process particularly difficult to navigate because we had a great social worker who we both really got on with, so the whole thing was quite straightforward. Let’s be honest, no one is going to give you a child to care for unless they are absolutely certain you are capable of doing it.”

74. We want the adoption system to work hard to attract potential adopters from all walks of life, including people with proven caring expertise who do not currently consider adoption. We want to ensure that adopters are encouraged to consider offering a home to the widest possible range of children. We think innovations like BAAF’s pilots of ‘Placement Activity Days’ have the potential to help with this. They are known as
‘Adoption Parties’ in the USA where they are relatively common. They allow groups of prospective adopters and children in need of adoption to spend time together and can help encourage prospective adopters to consider offering a loving home to children with more complex needs. Finally, we think improving the consistency and level of individually tailored adoption support available will help attract more prospective adopters – especially those willing to adopt children with particularly complex needs. Of course, a match must always be in the best interests of the child, but the Government wants to explore a greater role for adopters and would-be adopters in initiating the matching process. We have asked Martin Narey to advise on how this might be done.

The Working Group’s Proposals and the Government’s response

75. Our Working Group has developed a set of reform proposals which, in our view, have the potential to make our vision a reality. We are publishing the group’s full report on the Department’s website in parallel with this Action Plan. The remainder of this chapter provides a summary of the Working Group’s proposals, and sets out how the Government will take them forward.

A new training and assessment process

76. At the heart of the proposals is a radically redesigned two stage training and assessment process. For the majority of prospective adopters the first stage (pre-qualification) will be completed within two months and the second (full assessment) within four. There will be a fast-track process for people who have adopted before, or who are already approved foster-carers who wish to adopt a child in their care.

77. The pre-qualification phase will involve initial training and preparation – clearly separated from the full assessment phase. During this stage, prospective adopters will use initial training sessions and online training materials to develop their understanding of adoption and to reflect on what they have to offer before progressing with their application. The full assessment stage will consist of more intensive preparation and training and a new more streamlined and analytical assessment process. Adoption agencies will sign up to assessment agreements with prospective adopters setting out what will be involved and what the timetable will be, given their particular circumstances.
78. We think this new process has the potential to improve significantly the quality of the service that prospective adopters receive from the adoption system and to begin to increase the numbers that enter and complete the assessment process while providing the appropriate rigour. This in turn will improve its reputation and attract greater numbers of prospective adopters. We accept these proposals outright. Implementing them fully will require changes to regulations, statutory guidance and the National Minimum Standards. The Government will consult on the necessary changes later this year, with a view to implementing them as early as possible next year. In the meantime, the Government will work with the national and local agencies represented on the Working Group to prepare for successful implementation of the new system. BAAF has produced a draft new assessment form and intends to pilot this over the coming months. We agree in principle with the proposal that the government develop new online training materials, and will consider further how they can best be developed.

A new national gateway to the adoption system

79. The Working Group’s second key proposal is the creation of a new national gateway to the adoption system. This would complement adoption agencies by providing a central point of contact for anyone interested in adoption. Through a telephone helpline and website, it would provide independent advice and information about adoption and how to apply to become an adopter. In particular, it would make sure those interested in adoption knew they were not obliged to adopt through their local authority, and help them to choose the right agency for them in their local area. It would also assess management information about how prospective adopters are treated and support a national customer service charter.

80. We think the proposal for a new national gateway could dramatically improve the experience of those who enquire about adoption. We think it could also help prospective adopters to exercise greater choice and so encourage improvement by adoption agencies. We accept the proposal in principle but before we begin to implement it, we want to consider whether the gateway’s remit should extend further. Should it for example have a role in supporting prospective adopters to hold local authorities, voluntary agencies and consortia to account for the quality of their service? Should it be linked to the Adoption Register – the other national element in what is primarily a local system? Should we seek to encourage all prospective adopters to use it as a first point
of contact to ensure it has a comprehensive national picture of the supply of adopters? We will explore these questions and others, with the help of the Working Group, in order to develop a final proposal in time for the summer children in care publication. We welcome the proposal for a customer service charter and we have asked the Working Group to develop its contents, as we consider the proposal for a national adoption gateway.

Improvements in adoption support and recruitment of prospective adopters

81. The Working Group has proposed an ‘adoption passport’ – a transparent guarantee of the minimum support that adoptive families will receive. The passport would give prospective adopters greater clarity about what to expect, and it would ensure greater national consistency. As part of the minimum levels of support that the passport would guarantee, the Working Group proposes a series of possible extensions to existing adoption support. It argues that this would help recruit prospective adopters who are willing to adopt children with particularly complex needs. The Working Group thinks, for example, that there is a particular case for adopted children to have priority access to Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services. The group suggests that adoptive parents should be given a voucher, entitling them to a parenting skills programme. It also proposes reforms to the tax and benefits system, suggesting, for example, that adoptive families should continue to be eligible for child benefit payments regardless of their income and that the tax credits system should be used to support those who adopt children with complex needs.

82. The Government agrees with the group that adoption support is an important part of the system. Adopted children and their families are likely to have significant needs and require support to deal with them effectively. Improving adoption support has the potential to aid recruitment of prospective adopters, make adopters more open to adopting the kinds of children who currently wait the longest to be placed, and reduce the chances of adoptions breaking down. Indeed, the Government has recently taken an important step to support adopters to get the best education for their adopted children, by ensuring that children who leave care for adoption continue to have priority in school admissions.

83. Adoption support can include a wide range of things such as financial support, therapeutic services and counselling. Local authorities are required by law to make
arrangements for providing support to adoptive families and to conduct an assessment of what support each adoptive family needs, but how much support they provide is up to them.

84. The Government agrees in principle with the need to clarify and improve the consistency of adoption support. We are asking the Working Group to give further thought to how the proposed ‘adoption passport’ could be implemented – how, for example, would we ensure consistency of support services between adoption agencies? In this context, the Government welcomes the Working Group’s reference to the potential for local authorities to reinvest into adoption support resources saved by addressing delay in the adoption system. We are also asking the Working Group to help us do further work to examine the case for improvements to adoption support including through changes to the tax and benefit systems, for consideration in advance of our summer children in care publication. We want to work with them to develop a more detailed assessment of the potential impact and value for money of each of their proposals, to consider their implications for non-adopted children with complex needs, and to assess how they could be implemented. We intend to complete this work in time for the summer children in care publication.

85. Finally, the Working Group makes a number of proposals to improve the marketing and recruitment of prospective adopters. The Association of Directors of Children’s Services and the Consortium of Voluntary Adoption Agencies will convene a new recruitment forum to spread best practice, to share existing marketing tools and resources, and to identify how they might be improved. The forum will lead the sector’s efforts to encourage more families with experience of caring for children with particular needs to come forward as prospective adopters. The Working Group also proposes a new national awareness raising campaign to build on the current public momentum.

86. We have asked Martin Narey to consider the Working Group’s proposals, liaising with the group and also seeking professional marketing advice. He will report in time for our summer children in care publication.

87. We expect these proposals to make a significant difference to the number of approved successful adopters prepared to adopt vulnerable children with complex needs. But inevitably they will not take effect overnight, so we need to take additional steps to find loving homes for the backlog of children waiting for adoption that has built up over recent
years – including many of the 2000 currently on the Adoption Register. One innovative proposal that may have the potential to address this issue is a social impact bond under development by the Consortium of Voluntary Adoption Agencies. It could make a significant difference by releasing the necessary funding to allow voluntary adoption agencies to find prospective adopters for children with the most severe and complex need through intensive marketing and recruitment and by offering high levels of expert adoption support. With the help of the Working Group, we will be paying close attention to the progress of this proposal between now and the time of the summer children in care publication.
Chapter 3: System Improvement

The case for sharpening accountability

88. The fact that delay in the adoption system harms children is not a new discovery – although the evidence base has been strengthened in recent years. Neither is a vision of a system that provides an excellent service to prospective adopters revolutionary. Indeed, some adoption agencies already provide an excellent service under the existing regulatory arrangements. The task at hand is at least as much about consistent implementation as it is about new policy thinking.

89. In the past, accountability mechanisms have had too little purchase on quality and timeliness in the adoption system. John Goldup, Ofsted’s Deputy Chief Inspector, acknowledged in the first of Ofsted’s annual social care lectures that Ofsted judgements under the outgoing framework tended to be too generous to adoption agencies – including on the question of timeliness and its impact. He noted that ‘80% of local authority adoption services are [rated] good or outstanding’ and argued that there had been too little focus on the question of whether children were getting the ‘life-changing opportunity [of adoption] as quickly as possible’.

90. As the Family Justice Review found, successive attempts have been made to address delays in the family justice system, through circulars, guidance and ministerial exhortations. Just last year, the Government brought out revised statutory guidance for the adoption system and highlighted many of the issues raised in this document. We think we need to do more to secure the kind of widespread and energetic response we need.

Progress so far

91. We have begun to address this accountability deficit. We have worked closely with Ofsted on their new more rigorous inspection framework for adoption services, which was published in February this year. We welcome the greater emphasis it places on the issue of timeliness, both for children and prospective adopters.
‘A new framework for the inspection of local authority and voluntary adoption agencies has been published by Ofsted for use from April 2012. It aims to raise standards and focuses on promoting positive outcomes for children.

A three month consultation which closed on 31 August 2011 was followed by seven pilot inspections to test the impact of the new framework. The inspections will scrutinise delays in the adoption process through the examination of data and case files and through discussions with adopters, social workers and adoption agency staff. The clear intention is to improve practice across the local adoption system so that the process itself results in the timely and best placement of children with adoptive families. However, delays will not be considered in isolation from other key aspects of adoption. The importance of finding the right family who can meet children's needs is emphasised as is ensuring that age, disability and ethnicity are not in themselves a cause for delay. All children who need an adoptive family should be identified and placed, wherever appropriate with their siblings, and early enough so that they benefit from the opportunity to live with an adoptive family as quickly as possible.

This framework will be used for the inspection of voluntary adoption agencies and local authorities. However it is proposed that the inspection of local authority adoption services will be integrated into a new local authority Children Looked After inspection from April 2013.’

John Goldup, Ofsted’s Deputy Chief Inspector

92. Work is under way to create stronger incentives to eradicate unnecessary delay as care cases progress through the courts. The Government has begun to publish much more data about the duration of court proceedings around the country including in family courts. The Government has also agreed to the Family Justice Review’s recommendation to legislate to require care proceedings to be completed within six months in all but exceptional cases, and we are setting up a Family Justice Board to drive improvement across the family justice system. It will have a key role in speeding up care proceedings, including by monitoring key performance indicators, and so will help improve the timeliness of adoption for those children for whom it is the right outcome.
93. The Department for Education too has begun to make much more information available about the performance of the adoption and children in care systems than has been the case previously, with the publication of performance tables on children in care and adoption at the end of last year.

A new adoption scorecard

94. All of this will make a difference, but we need to go further if we are to get the system from where it is now to where it needs to be to best serve children in need of adoption.

95. Generally, the Government does not believe in managing the performance of local authorities from the centre by reference to a large and comprehensive set of targets and indicators. In most circumstances, we think it is more effective for local authorities to be held accountable by their local residents through democratic means. However, where necessary, we continue to take action ourselves to ensure adequate services are provided to the vulnerable. Looked after children are amongst the most vulnerable people in our society and they are not in a strong position to hold the local authority – who acts as their parent – to account. It is clear that the current inspection and accountability frameworks have not secured the improvements needed to maximise their chances of being placed quickly in a safe and loving home.

96. At present, all but a small handful of local authorities fail on average to meet the timescales that statutory guidance sets out for the different parts of the assessment process. And there is huge variation between local authorities. Large numbers of them fall short by a significant margin, with the very slowest local authorities taking an average of nearly three years for a child to go from entering care to being placed for adoption. As this Action Plan has made clear there are a variety of reasons for this, but for the sake of children whose best future depends on timely adoption, we need to increase the focus of the adoption system on eradicating unnecessary delay.

97. In the coming weeks, the Government will therefore publish new adoption scorecards for each local authority, which will then be updated annually when new data become available. The scorecards will highlight key indicators for how swiftly local authorities place children in need of adoption and how swiftly they and adoption agencies deal with prospective adopters. They will allow local authorities and other adoption agencies to monitor their own performance and compare it with that of others. Because
comprehensive national data on timeliness for prospective adopters will not be available until autumn 2014, the scorecard will focus initially on local authorities and the adoption process for children. In the interim, we will assess the timeliness of the prospective adopter’s journey in a cross-section of adoption agencies as they prepare to implement the new training and assessment process. From 2014, the scorecards will include data on prospective adopters and will be published for all adoption agencies so that they can compare their performance in relation to timeliness with each other (see figure 1 below).

98. The first key indicator will relate to the overall experience of a child who is adopted. It will measure the average time it takes for a child who goes on to be adopted from entering care to moving in with his or her adoptive family. The local authority leads this process, working with the child, the birth parents and the prospective adopters, but they share the responsibility for parts of this process with the other agencies in the family justice system, including the courts and Cafcass. Where this indicator signals weaknesses in the family justice system in a local area, this will be tackled both through the work of the Family Justice Board at national level and the Local Family Justice Operational Boards.

99. The second key indicator will look at the same period, but identify the proportion of children who wait longer for adoption than they should. It will help ensure the scorecard takes account of children still waiting, as well as those who have already been adopted – and allow us to act quickly if a large number of children seem to be stuck in the system in a particular local area.

100. The third key indicator will test the speed and effectiveness of family-finding. It will measure the average time it takes for a local authority to match a child to an adoptive family once the court has formally decided that adoption is the best option. Family-finding is a part of the adoption process which is the sole responsibility of the local authority so this indicator will always give an undiluted picture of their performance. We will measure the time it takes to match a child, rather than for the child to move in with their new family because we recognise that a smooth introductory phase is vital and will be different for each child. As we set out in chapter one, family-finding should begin as soon as a child is identified as needing adoption, and run in parallel with other parts of the adoption process. In many cases, prospective adopters should be ready and waiting for the child when the placement order is made.
## Adoption Scorecard

### Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and % of children who wait longer than the 19 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prospective Adopters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The time taken from registration of interest to decision of suitability to adopt (days)</td>
<td>Data not available until 2014</td>
<td>Data not available until 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time taken from receipt of application form to decision of suitability to adopt to matching with child (days)</td>
<td>Data not available until 2014</td>
<td>Data not available until 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Related Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions from care (number adopted and % leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>60 (12%)</td>
<td>9,570 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and % of children for whom permanence decisions has changed away from adoption</td>
<td>10 (3%)</td>
<td>1,000 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (number adopted and % of BME children leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>12 (6%)</td>
<td>1,500 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children aged five or over (number adopted and % of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>10 (5%)</td>
<td>2,550 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of care proceedings locally (weeks)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55 (estimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children awaiting adoption (as at 31 March 2011)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6500 (estimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of approved prospective adopters (as at 31 March 2011)</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average Time Threshold Indicators

- **Child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family thresholds**
- **LA receiving court authority to place a child and matching with adoptive family thresholds**
The scorecards will also include additional information, such as an indicator of the timeliness of the local family justice system, and the numbers of older children being adopted. This additional information will help the scorecards give a more contextualised and rounded picture of a local authority’s performance and so aid effective comparison between local authority areas.

The introduction of the scorecard does not mean that we are asking adoption agencies to focus on the timeliness of adoption to the exclusion of everything else that makes a difference to a child’s adoption. It is designed to incentivise the adoption system to give timeliness greater attention than it previously has. We don’t want it to distort local authority decisions about whether adoption is the best option for children, for example by discouraging them from placing some children for adoption – such as older children, those in sibling groups or those with complex needs. Both the Department, in looking at local authority performance in relation to the scorecards, and Ofsted in their inspections, will take account of and give credit to local authority efforts to place children for whom it is difficult to find a family. We will therefore include amongst the additional information the numbers of older children being adopted, and the numbers of children where the local authority initially decides adoption is the best option, but revisits and changes that decision before the child is adopted.

A tougher intervention policy

The scorecards will form part of a new tougher approach to addressing underperformance in the adoption system. As part of this, we will set performance thresholds for the first and third indicators in the scorecard. They will make clear our minimum expectations for timeliness in the adoption system. Because they will relate to local authority averages, they will apply to all children in need of adoption but will allow for the fact that some children’s needs mean it takes longer for them to be adopted. We think the thresholds should be in line with the timescales set out in statutory guidance.

But performance in the system needs to transform radically to make that realistic so that is an aspiration we will work towards as reforms to all parts of the adoption system are implemented. We will set performance thresholds from this year, but raise them incrementally over the next four years until they reflect the levels set out in statutory guidance. The indicators are based on three year averages to ensure they are based on
large enough numbers of adoptions to be meaningful – but this means it will take longer for improved performance to be reflected in the figures.

104. Initially, our performance threshold for the child’s journey overall will be twenty one months. Within four years, it will be fourteen months. The threshold for the family finding indicator will be seven months initially, moving down to four months within four years. We will keep these thresholds under review as we develop and implement the changes to the adoption system set out in this Action Plan and elsewhere. Achieving this level of transformation will help protect thousands of children from the harm associated with delay and instability.

105. In line with our general approach to local government, we expect the sector to lead efforts to ensure local authorities and the family justice system improve in line with these minimum expectations through its own improvement mechanisms. However, given the vulnerability of these children and the current levels of under performance, central Government can and will intervene where necessary. The indicators alone do not give a full and authoritative picture of local authority performance so there will be no automatic link between the performance thresholds and intervention. Where local authorities are below one or both of the thresholds, we will look at further information from the performance tables and from Ofsted reports to get a fuller sense of the results they achieve for the children in their care. We will, for example, look at whether poor performance against the indicators reflects the complex needs of the children being placed for adoption, as opposed to failings in the local authority’s family finding. We will also consider to what extent a local authority’s performance is already showing signs of improvement, even if the threshold has not yet been met. Where this exercise substantiates performance concerns triggered by the scorecard indicator, we will have conversations with local authorities about their performance. Ultimately, we will consider where we may need to intervene in order to ensure that local authorities are providing an adequate service to children in need of adoption.

106. Where we need to intervene in the interests of children, we will use improvement notices to require authorities to take specific action to improve their performance within set timescales. Where performance remains poor and the evidence suggests an authority will be unable to improve its own performance sufficiently, we will not hesitate to use our statutory powers of intervention. This might involve, for example, directing local
authorities to outsource all or part of their adoption service to another higher performing local authority or voluntary adoption agency with a strong record.
### Annex A - Actions and Milestones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Plan on Adoption</th>
<th>Strategy document on children in care and adoption</th>
<th>Consultation on changes to secondary legislation</th>
<th>Government response to consultation</th>
<th>Making and laying of regulations</th>
<th>New regulations come into force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Further work on adoption support; national Gateway to adoption; workforce development; the role of VAs</td>
<td>National Adoption Week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch of Children’s Homes Charter</td>
<td>Care leavers fortnight (tbc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Care fortnight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Ofsted framework into force</td>
<td>Statistical first release of data on children in care and adoptions</td>
<td>Updated performance tables and scorecards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish new adoption scorecards</td>
<td>Performance thresholds on child’s journey set from 2012 (raised incrementally over the next 4 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversations with LAs and further diagnosis as necessary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Justice Board established</td>
<td>R75: Removing the Adoption Panel function where there is court scrutiny.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisions to Working Together</td>
<td>Chief Social Worker appointed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work Reform Board progress report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Primary legislation to reduce delay in matching will be introduced to Parliament at the earliest suitable opportunity.
- Summer strategy document on children in care and adoption will identify further specific actions.
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### Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oldham</th>
<th>England 3 year average (2008-11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family, for children who have been adopted (days)</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family (number and %)</td>
<td>60 (54%)</td>
<td>9440 (58%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trend - Improvement from previous year (2010)**
- LA 3 year average (2008-11) 704 299 60 (54%)
- England 3 year average (2008-11) 625 171 9440 (58%)

**Distance from 2010-13 performance threshold**
- 65 days
- 86 days

### Prospective Adopters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The time from registration of interest to decision of suitability to adopt (days)</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>9570 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time from receipt of application form to decision of suitability to adopt (days)</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1030 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time from decision of suitability to adopt to matching with child (days)</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1590 (7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions from care (number adopted and % leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>70 (18%)</td>
<td>9570 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and % of children for whom the permanence decision has changed away from adoption</td>
<td>15 (15%)</td>
<td>1030 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (number adopted and % of BME children leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>15 (15%)</td>
<td>1590 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children aged five or over (number adopted and % of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>20 (8%)</td>
<td>2560 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of care proceedings locally (weeks)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children awaiting adoption (as at 31 March 2011)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of approved prospective adopters (as at 31 March 2011)</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data not available until 2014
Oldham’s Plan for Adoption

Tackling Delay
Background

- Publication of the Score Card results
- Disappointing but not totally unexpected
- We have been working hard for some time to improve timeliness
- Figures in 2011 – 2012 are now showing significant improvements
- The scorecard will be useful tool to help speed up the placement of children, benchmark and adopt best practice
- Challenge for Oldham
What we know

1. Prior to 2008 Oldham was acknowledged as a weak authority and we have a legacy of cases where the timescales were way above average.
2. Oldham has a proactive inclusive Policy that adoption should be considered for all children under 10.
3. Greater Manchester Family Courts are one of the worst performing areas in England.
Context 2008 – 2011

• Service improvements not yet fully reflected in the scorecard
• Oldham adopted 15% of children from BME backgrounds, N.Ave 7%; children over aged 5, 8% - N.Ave 5%. Adopted from care 18% N.Ave 12%
• Low disruption rates
• High achievement for Special Guardianship and residence orders
• Score card performance is far from acceptable but we are now on a steady course to reduce delay A1, A2 and A3 all show improvement for 2011/12 (pending 903 validation) and predictions show further improvement in 2012/13
Context 2008 – 2011

• Court delays – although outside the control of the local authority we have good relationships with our partners and have already jointly agreed some changes in practice that are helping to reduce delays
• Oldham has to rely on other authorities’ supply of adopters however we make no restrictions on our family finding process (eg geographical or limitations on interagency costs) and will continue to use the National Adoption Register to identify suitable adopters
• Independent Audit – We recognised that our performance was impacted by the processes that took place a number of years earlier and that it was important to understand the issues and where processes could be improved.
Improvement Journey

• We realised the need for a whole systems approach, and our Targeted Intervention and Prevention Strategy and our Looked After Commissioning Strategy were developed with tackling ‘delay in adoption’ as one of their aims

• In 2010 Ofsted rated Oldham’s Adoption Service as ‘Good’ but we recognised the need to improve timeliness and this led to a reorganisation of the service
Improvement Journey

• Since 2008 we have been implementing service improvements
  - Increased scrutiny and monitoring of care plans
  - Improved performance reports and management information
  - Collaborative working with neighbouring authorities
  - Adoption workers now become involved in the adoption planning much earlier

This has brought a significant benefit to the timeliness of placement - 25 out of 27 children were placed within 12 months for the year 2011 to 2012.
On going review

• Adoption team resources will be reviewed
• Performance Monitoring is continually under review, new measures will be developed to ensure we can monitor our targets and to provide the business intelligence needed to identify delay and that the level of challenge is proving effective
• QA
Where we will be in 2 years time

- Our predictions already show a year on year improvement in spite of the legacy carry over from previous years
- We predict that we will meet the timescales for A1 by 2013
- For 2010 - 2013, we estimate our average time between Court authority to place and match with an adoptive family will take 226 days, an improvement of 73 days but still 13 days above the Government’s target for the period and so this will continue to be an area of challenge for us
Where we will be in 2 years time

• Our commitment to tackling delay is strong
• We have a robust Adoption Action Plan that will be monitored by the Children’s Trust
• We recognise the value of external support and have enlisted some targeted interventions that will scrutinise our arrangements to tackle delay by engaging:
  - Specialist Adoption Advisor to review current practice
  - Peer Challenge by engaging an external Assistant Director
  - Peer Review by the Best Practice Network collaboration of 4 local authorities and also BPN will be invited to review our whole system quality assurance and monitoring of adoption over the coming months
  - Partner Collaboration
    - The DCS will seek support from his DCS colleagues to work in collaboration on reducing timetabling with in Care Proceedings
    - We will collaborate with partners to influence through regional and national networks the progress of the Family Justice Review
# Adoption Improvement Plan 2012/13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Intended Outcome</th>
<th>Person Responsible</th>
<th>Commencement Date</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve timeliness of adoption placements (Ofsted Safeguarding and Looked after Children Inspection recommendation)</td>
<td>Undertake an evaluation of previous management actions taken and identify gaps</td>
<td>To have available robust business intelligence that clearly states what we are doing well and where we still need to implement actions to make further improvements</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering / Assistant Associate Director Safeguarding and Vulnerable Children</td>
<td>Jan 2012</td>
<td>Peer review undertaken by AD Bolton John Daly. Performance Team have developed range of measures in order that adoption can be monitored more robustly.</td>
<td>Achieved May 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embed Permanency Planning</td>
<td>Engage an external consultant</td>
<td>Operational recommendations Operational recommendations Updated policy and procedures, staff training or awareness improved timeliness</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering</td>
<td>Date Feb 2012</td>
<td>The external consultant continues to work with the assessment and protection teams to embed permanency planning. Policy and procedures have been updated to reflect her recommendations e.g. timing of permanency planning meeting.</td>
<td>30.9.2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Completed Date</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review policy of adoption as a first choice for children under 10 years</td>
<td>Discussion at round table, and with CIB Comparison with SN policy and higher achieving authorities Understand and implement best practice for reducing delays without compromising the best interest for the child in cohorts of harder to place children</td>
<td>Date May 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head of Service - Provider Services / Service Manager, Assessment &amp; Protection Service Manager Adoption &amp; Fostering <strong>External Consultant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Decision at DMG on 02/07/2012 confirmed that adoption should still be the preferred plan for children under 10. b. A survey of Adoption 22 is currently being undertaken by the external consultant and visits booked to higher achieving authorities and the purpose of these visits is to compare our policies and processes with theirs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date March 2012 The audit is completed and the recommendations have been considered. A training need regarding sibling assessments have been identified and workshop planned. Further work with CAMHS is under discussion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit of children placed out of timescales 2008 to 2011</td>
<td>Undertake a whole systems approach audit of the children placed between 2008 and 2011, who were not placed within 12 months. Identification of where delays occurred, eg: if children were known to social care before entering care, the length of time for care proceedings to be concluded, the timeliness of family finding</td>
<td>Date March 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adoption Advisor – <strong>External Consultant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achieved April 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Intended Outcome</td>
<td>Person Responsible and Targeted Support</td>
<td>Commencement Date</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Adoption resources and practice including time dedicated to family finding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison with statistical neighbours</td>
<td>Be able to identify if Adoption Team resource and practice ie: recruitment and retention, training, relationships, caseload etc may be a factor in delay</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering &amp; External Consultant</td>
<td>Apr 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion has taken place with the external consultant John Daly. He reports that resources are in line with other LA’s.</td>
<td>Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrutinise matching process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review effectiveness of IRO</td>
<td>Benchmark against other authorities, investigate systems for monitoring of adoption plans (including RAG risk rating systems) Build on systems already in place</td>
<td>Have a clear picture of whether the IRO’s are/ and or will continue to take on the full scope of their responsibilities as outlined in the revised care planning guidance</td>
<td>Assistant Director Safeguarding &amp; Review Unit Best Practice North West Networks</td>
<td>Commenced internally May 2012</td>
<td>Peer review being undertaken including review of IRO Annual Report and analysis of impact on the team as result of increased demands of child protection. The time limited ring fenced Adoption grant to be utilised to increase IRO capacity until April 2013.</td>
<td>Completion June 2012 Validation from BPNW Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of internal processes in the light of the target to reduce care proceedings to 6 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit processes and resources against predicted impact</td>
<td>Have a detailed understanding of capacity and whether we have sufficient to prioritise adoption work</td>
<td>Service Manager, Assessment &amp; Protection Legal Services (JT) Head of Service - Provider Services</td>
<td>Jun 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Permanency planning meeting brought forward to 2 weeks after first review. Agency decision process reviewed</td>
<td>Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Intended Outcome</td>
<td>Person Responsible</td>
<td>Commencement Date</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement group with other neighbouring authorities</td>
<td>Convene group</td>
<td>To ensure that the pool of available adopters match as closely as possible to the needs of children requiring adoption</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering</td>
<td>April 2012</td>
<td>First operational meeting Friday 6th July, chaired by the external consultant.</td>
<td>Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent planning feasibility study</td>
<td>Draft paper to lead further exploration with Bury and Rochdale</td>
<td>Jointly find a solution to minimise disruption for the child</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering</td>
<td>April 2012</td>
<td>Initial discussion with Bury and Rochdale is that it is not feasible across a small number of Authorities. Further work required to consider development across all 10 GM Authorities External capacity required</td>
<td>Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review foster carers applying to adopt policy</td>
<td>Contact neighbouring authorities and internet search</td>
<td>Reduce delay for children</td>
<td>External Consultant</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Being updated completion date end of July 2012</td>
<td>Completed until further guidance is received Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annex C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Intended Outcome</th>
<th>Person Responsible</th>
<th>Commencement Date</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review function and purpose of adoption permanence panel</td>
<td>To dedicate panel to adoption business and move long term fostering matters to the fostering panel</td>
<td>To release more panel time for adoption matching and approval</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering Chair of adoption and fostering panels</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Changes in panel are taking place in September in response to regulatory change and work has begun in regards to the place of long term fostering in permanency planning</td>
<td>October 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure robust performance challenge including performance management arrangements to ensure timely progression of adoption plans</td>
<td>Develop measures to monitor the scorecard data Set up info view reports for regular management information Set up Quarterly performance challenge as standing item on DMG</td>
<td>Ability to monitor strategic and individual level data at regular intervals allowing service and partner agency scrutiny and also to identify individual case delay and prevent drift.</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering Senior Performance Improvement Officer Best Practice North West Networks</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Work in progress Training of IRO's undertaken.</td>
<td>Completed Validation from BPNW Sept 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong></td>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>Intended Outcome</strong></td>
<td><strong>Person Responsible</strong></td>
<td><strong>Commencement Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Update</strong></td>
<td><strong>Completion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive family finding Project</td>
<td>Repeat family finding project</td>
<td>To replicate the success of the last short term intervention and minimise any delay in finding adoptive placements for several large sibling groups where adoption may be the primary plan</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering Head of Workforce &amp; Organisational Development</td>
<td>May 2012 Resources agreed</td>
<td>Recruitment process under way.</td>
<td>March 2013 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set up a round table meeting</td>
<td>Convene meeting Invite CIB Discuss Diagnostic Tool</td>
<td>Critical review of our action planning</td>
<td>Associate Assistant Director Safeguarding &amp; Vulnerable Children</td>
<td>Convened for 28th May 2012</td>
<td>Further Mtg to be convened after the summer recess.</td>
<td>October 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen Management information to provide a better understanding of our timeliness for permanence where the plan is for long term fostering.</td>
<td>To develop and implement a performance measure for long term fostering from placement decision to long term foster placement. Info view report to be included in performance management framework</td>
<td>Have the ability to compare outcome of timeliness for both children with an adoption plan and long term fostering plan</td>
<td>Service Manager Adoption and Fostering Senior Performance Improvement Officer</td>
<td>April 2012</td>
<td>Reports being developed.</td>
<td>September 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Intended Outcome</th>
<th>Person Responsible</th>
<th>Commencement Date</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To better understand Child attachment and sibling relationships</td>
<td>Develop and implement an assessment tool to replace the Assessment and Progression assessment</td>
<td>Family finding team will have child’s assessment info early within proceedings and able to undertake searches for matching at an earlier stage in the process</td>
<td>Head of Service Assessment &amp; Protection LAC Clinical Psychologist</td>
<td>April 2012</td>
<td>Proforma developed implemented</td>
<td>Completed Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Practice Network Peer Review</td>
<td>DCS to include adoption in the scope of the planned BPN Peer Review</td>
<td>Scope to be determined</td>
<td>DCS/ ADCS Regional Group</td>
<td>Sept 2012</td>
<td>Adoption will no longer be the focus of the BPN review as additional Peer reviewer has been engaged in advance of the planned review.</td>
<td>October 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Review of Quality assurance process for adoption &amp; permanence planning</td>
<td>Invite BPN to undertake a review</td>
<td>To ensure all systems are robust and working together to drive the Adoption Planning and timeliness.</td>
<td>ADCS Regional Group</td>
<td>Summer 2012</td>
<td>Commenced and in process.</td>
<td>October 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Challenge</td>
<td>Targeted support commissioned</td>
<td>Review Oldham’s Strategy and Policy to ensure a whole system approach. Undertake a comparative review of Oldham’s Adoption team resources to ensure we have the right balance of resources between Care Management and Adoption Services.</td>
<td>Assistant Director neighbouring LA.</td>
<td>Immediately</td>
<td>Concluded. Oldham resources are on a par with other LA’s and balance in place. additional capacity being engaged in respect of family finding.</td>
<td>August 2012 Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Briefing Report: Comparative research between higher scoring local authorities and Oldham;

The reason for this report was to compare what other local authorities were doing differently to achieve better scoring on their timeliness of placement.

It is evident from the research that all local authorities manage and organise their services in many different ways to achieve the same aims. It was difficult to compare like with like, as no authority I spoke to have a system that matched another local authority.

As part of this research I went to see 4 local authorities and have read their OFSTED reports, and had sight of some of the written work that the various local authorities have provided.

I chose these local authorities for different reasons;

**Tameside** were the closest in management and organisation structure to Oldham.

**Redcar & Cleveland** were one of our statistical neighbours.

**Staffordshire** were a large authority and were eager to develop their adoption service and learn from a smaller agency.

**Stoke on Trent** was part of the same consortium and had looked at Oldham’s adoption service and was eager to be part of the discussion.

I will describe each local authority, and the makeup of their geographical area, the looked after population, which will give some content to the report, in comparison to Oldham’s adoption team structure.

**Oldham Adoption Team**

Oldham has a resident population of 219,800. 57,900 children and young people below the age of 19 years which represents 26.3% of the population, which is higher than the average child population of 22.4% The minority ethnic group represents 17.2% of the population, which is higher than the average minority ethnic population this being 12.1%

**Adoption Activity**

The looked after population is 331
Oldham place approx 28 children for adoption per year
They approve 14 adopters per year
Oldham does not use their own adopters due to the geographical distance between adopters and birth families.
Oldham works within the Adoption 22 consortium to place children. Oldham use voluntary agencies to place children.

**Staffing and Structure**

Team Manager  
Senior practitioner  
8 social workers  
1 social work assistant  
1.5 admin support

**Adoption Score Card**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and the moving in with its adoptive family, for children who have been adopted (days)</td>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldham 704 days</td>
<td>Oldham 299 days</td>
<td>Oldham 54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 625</td>
<td>National average 171</td>
<td>National average 58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% of BME children**

Adoption of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (% of BME children leaving care who are adopted)  
National average 7%  
Oldham average 15%

**% of children over the age of 5 years old**

Adoption of children aged 5 or over (% of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)  
National average 5%  
Oldham average 8%
Findings
Oldham has been performing badly in terms of timeliness of placement. We are 65 days more on the A1 indicator, and 86 days more on the A2 indicator, than the national average.
Oldham has a higher than average ethnic minority population of children, and place more children aged 5 and over for adoption.
Oldham are not able to use their own adopters for their own children because of the geographical distance between where the adopters live and where birth families live.
Oldham introduced a permanency planning policy in February 2011 to ensure that permanency planning alongside multi track planning was embedded into good practice, and brought the adoption team into planning at a much earlier stage.
All children who have a plan for adoption are subject to a multi track planning approach.

Oldham had a cohort of children who historically were waiting for an unexceptional length of time. These were the children that were subject an audit at the beginning of the year to understand why they waited so long.
All children who are under 10 and have a plan for permanence are subject to family finding for adoption.
All children have permanency-planning meeting after the first review and before the 2nd review.

OFSTED rating at the last inspection good

Tameside Adoption Team:
Tameside has a resident population of 53,800 children and young people aged 0-19 years of age.
Approximately 9% of the population are classified as belonging to an ethnic group other than white British.
Bangladeshi, Pakistani, and Indian are the most common groups with the community.

Adoption activity:
The looked after population of children is approximately 388.
They placed around 25 children each year with a plan for adoption.
They approve 16 adopters per year, they used 6 of their own adopters for their children from that cohort. They are on target to approve 25 adopters for the year 12/13. They are part of the Adoption 22 consortium.
Staffing and Structure

5 full time children's workers
3.5 adult workers
1 ½ adoption support workers
1 community support worker
1 Team manager
1 Assistant Team manager.

Adoption score card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1 score</th>
<th>A2 score</th>
<th>A3 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and the moving in with its adoptive family, for children who have been adopted (days)</td>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adopter (days)</td>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering the care and moving in with their adoptive family (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tameside 610 days</td>
<td>Tameside 254 days</td>
<td>Tameside 58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 625</td>
<td>National average 171</td>
<td>National average 58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of BME children
Not counted

% of children placed over the age of 5 years
Adoption of children who are 5 and over (% of children leaving care who are 5 and over leaving care who are adopted)
Tameside 9%
National average 5%

Findings:

All children under 10 have a twin track approach that are identified at the permanency planning stage that adoption is being considered. The have a permanency-planning meeting after the first LAC review but before the 2nd LAC review, which is the same as Oldham currently do now. All the children who are identified as having a twin track plan are allocated within the adoption team, which is the same as Oldham currently do now.
The team manager says they have had historically good relationships between the legal team, and area teams, the adoption team is always invited and copied into legal meetings and they have legal bundles given to them. The area team manager chairs the permanency-planning meetings, the adoption team manager, or the assistant team manager always attend the permanency planning meeting. (It is seen as important that a managerial overview is required at this early stage). This was a different approach to the Oldham model where a managerial presence from adoption wasn't always available.

They invite parents to attend pre adoption medicals and the medical advisors feels that the quality of the medical information on children and family members is much improved as a result. This approach has not been routinely done in Oldham, however, I believe that parents are now routinely invited to attend pre adoption medicals. The adoption team take responsibility for writing the CPR and as a result the team manager feels that quality of the children’s report has improved.

The latest OFSTED report rates Tameside adoption team as good.

**Redcar & Cleveland**

Redcar & Cleveland are considered to be Oldham’s statistical neighbour. They have a resident population of 137,400.
24,732 in the age range 0-15
15,801 in the age range 16-24
Approximately 1.1% of the population are classified as belonging to an ethnic group other than white British.

**Adoption Activity**

They have a LAC population of 182 children.
They are placing 30 children (2012) for adoption
They approve 12 adopters per year and use all their own adopters for their own children.
They place very few children who are not classified as white British.

**Staffing and Structure**

2 ½ adoption workers
1 permanency worker
1 post adoption worker
1 letterbox contact worker
1 Team manager
18 hours admin support

**Adoption score card**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1 score</th>
<th>A2 score</th>
<th>A3 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its</td>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place</td>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adoptive family, for children who have been adopted</td>
<td>a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family.</td>
<td>with their adoptive family (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redcar &amp; Cleveland 521</td>
<td>Redcar &amp; Cleveland 184</td>
<td>Redcar &amp; Cleveland 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 625</td>
<td>National average 171</td>
<td>National average 58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% of BME children**

Not counted

**% of children placed over the age of 5 years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adoption of children aged 5 and over (% of children aged 5 and over leaving care who are adopted)</th>
<th>Redcar &amp; Cleveland 6%</th>
<th>National average 5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The overall staffing levels are important to consider, as the team is so small. The safeguarding team has approximately 36 workers and they hold case responsibility until the placement order is granted. The case is then transferred to the LAC team who then hold case responsibility. They have 7 dedicated workers who work alongside the adoption team in family finding for the waiting children. This increases their family finding teams capacity, so although the dedicated adoption team is small the work is shared between the LAC team.

**Findings:**

50% of their LAC are in IFA placements. This means that very young babies may be being looked after outside of the area. They change plans away from adoption even for young children in less than 12 months, in my view this is too early to be giving up looking for an adoptive placement on children so young.
They have a good tracking system for all children who are looked after. The team have ownership for all the children they are family finding for, they are all aware who the children are and the timescales they are working towards, this information is regularly updated, and information is shared and owned between the different teams. The adoption team have a visual aid on the wall that updates where all the children are up to, timescales, and changing plans. This is a very simple devise that has made a big difference to the team. They have monthly meetings to look at all their LAC area teams. Adoption teams, IRO’s and legal are all represented.

Oldham do track children but it is done at a strategic level and needs to be held by everyone ie, IRO’s legal teams, area teams, adoption and fostering teams.

They plan for separation of large sibling groups prior to panel, and get endorsement from the courts. The courts take 42 weeks to conclude care proceeding, which helps them meet their timeliness quicker.

They use all their own adopters for their own children even though they are a small geographical area. They have a good relationship with the legal team who involve them in all planning for children. They have a good relationship with IRO’s and they play an important part in keeping worker involved with planning for children. They act as a early warning system if there are problems in placement.

OFSTED rated them outstanding at their last inspection.

**Stoke- on –Trent**

Stoke on Trent has a population of 240,100

Stoke on Trent has a resident population of 54,920 children and young people aged 0-18 which represents 23% of the total population. 20.4% of the school population was classified as belonging to an ethnic group other than white British. They have a diverse ethnic population from the Indian sub continent, Eastern European, and Arab speaking population.

**Adoption Activity**

The LAC population is approximately 432. They place 40 children for adoption each year, and approve 20+ adopters each year, the target is 32 per year but they fail to meet that target. 50% of their children waiting for adoption this year have been waiting over 12 months.

They have a higher number than average of foster carer’s adopting children in their care, they actively encourage foster carer’s to adopt if they express a wish too.

Although they don’t place many BME children the scorecard says they place 19%, however having checked this out, they tell me that since 2010 out of 80...
children placed, 7 were classified BME children which represents 8.5% not 19% as suggested by the scorecard.

**Staffing and Structure**

8 ½ social work posts
2 practice managers
2 social work assistants

**Adoption Score Card**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with the adoptive family, for children who have been adopted (days)</td>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoke on Trent</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% of BME children**

Adoption of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (% of BME children leaving care who are adopted)
Stoke on Trent 19% (Stoke say that the figure as it appears here is incorrect)
National average 7%

**% of children over the age of 5 years**

Adoptions of children aged 5 or over (% of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)
Stoke on Trent 8%
National average 5%

**Findings:**

They routinely use their own in house psychologist, which speeds up the decision making around separating large sibling groups.
They work with their adopters to have good quality contact between siblings that have been separated and are placed in separate adoptive families
They have weekly case direction meetings, which keeps everyone informed about the change in circumstances of all looked after children.
They try and identify unborn babies very early to enable them to family find sooner.
They are considering fostering to adopt to meet the needs of the very young babies.
They place their own children with their own approved adopters.
They don’t have older children coming to panel for SHOPA

The workers have a mixed caseload, and this can cause problems if the worker who assessed the adopters is also the same worker for the child.
The team manager says that they have poor quality and patchy quality of the Childs Permanence Report. This is seen as a result of the area team still being responsible for the CPR and not being able to prioritise this work.
Equally the quality of life story work is also compromised.
They had a similar staffing structure to Oldham service manager, team mangers for the adoption and fostering teams. They removed the service manager’s post and now feel that is was a mistake as they are now unable to look at the strategic work.

OFSTED rating for adoption at the last inspection was good.

**Staffordshire County Council.**

Staffordshire has a population of 825,800.
Children and young people 0-18 make up 22% of the population 173,081
The children’s population is predominately white British 93.7%
Children from Pakistan and Poland make up most of the rest of the ethnic groups.

**Adoption Activity**

The LAC population is 750+ and rising.
They place 45-50 per year for adoption
They approve 30 adopters per year
They use all their own adopters for their children.

They don’t place many BME children.
The adoption team do not take case responsibility until the adoption order is made.

**Staffing and Structure**

9 social workers
2 family support workers
1 team manager
They have a separate adoption support team to support birth parents post adoption.
They have a separate recruitment team
They use voluntary agencies.

**Adoption Score Card**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family, for children who have been adopted (days)</td>
<td>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</td>
<td>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffordshire 623</td>
<td>Staffordshire 173</td>
<td>Staffordshire 52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 625</td>
<td>National average 171</td>
<td>National average 58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of BME children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (% of BME children leaving care who are adopted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffordshire 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of children over the age of 5 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of children aged 5 or over (% of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffordshire 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National average 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings:**

They place all their own children with their own adopters. Adoption team take case responsibility at the adoption order. They don’t place many BME children however it would appear that their BME population matches the national average. They use voluntary agencies. They don’t have an age policy for children. The team manager feels that the CPR’s are generally poor and patchy as they are not seen as a priority by the area team. The manager also feels that the life story work is also an area of development for them as they are often unfinished and workers find it difficult to meet the deadlines. They meet with the local judiciary board to talk to them about adoption and the issues that they have to deal with. They have had a consultancy firm to look at service improvement.

OFSTED rating for the adoption service is good.
Conclusions and recommendations:

As stated at the beginning of this report, all local authorities plan for children in broadly different ways. The brief for this report was to look at ways to improve the timeliness of placements for children where adoption is the plan. The list below forms the basis of my recommendations and conclusions from the work that I have done.

- The local authorities I saw had a robust and early tracking system in place for all LAC, the better outcomes had ownership throughout the process, not just individual parts of the whole. Redcar for example is a small authority who have impressive results, they have implemented a tracking system which they now have been using for some time, this enables them to know, and own the waiting children. The team tracking system in Oldham is in its early days, but I feel sure that the impact of the team knowing and owning the pre placement order children, will improve results and outcomes over time.
- Early identification of large sibling groups and the preparation of separating sibling groups as part of the permanence plan. During the audit of the children who waited one of the indicators of delay was separating sibling groups. Oldham needs to develop a clear strategy to plan for sibling groups, so that these children don’t wait and become a statistic.
- Good outcomes when they had good working relationships between the teams. One of the area’s that needed working on in Oldham at the start of this 6-month project was the relationship between the teams, and the tensions that existed. This is now being addressed, it is however something that will need constant review, it takes time for attitudes to change, but good will exists, and therefore I am optimistic that this will improve.
- IRO’s having a prominent role in the planning and overview of permanency planning. All the local authorities I spoke to had an early warning system that alerted them to potential difficulties and or delay. IRO’s were seen as an important part of that strategic view.
- Adoption team taking responsibility early improves the quality of the children CPR’s and life story work. This has now been implemented in Oldham, and as a result it is hoped that the quality of the CPR’s will improve, the results of this will be evident over a period of time.
- Local authorities ability to place their own children with their own adopters significantly improves the timeliness of placements. Some local authorities with similar geographical areas still place within their own authority; they say that doing this has not caused the adopters any additional difficulties. The local authorities that do this also say that their population of birth families are very static and traditionally do not move out of their own area, which they say makes placing children less risky in terms of proximity.

Traditionally this has not been the case in Oldham, and neighbouring local authorities who have felt unable to do this. Oldham like neighbouring local
authorities are not able to use the majority of the adopters they approve. The implementation of the mini placement group that started in June 2012, will address some of these difficulties. The group meets monthly, and includes 6 neighbouring local authorities, that are also part of the Adoption 22 consortium, the aim is to bring their adopters at an early stage, sometime pre approval, and children who have had a decision that they should be placed for adoption. The intended outcome is an early identification of a potential match. This will be reviewed after 12 months to see if this is improving timelines of placement.

- Court timeliness plays an important factor. Redcar for example have an additional 20 weeks of family finding as a result of their court system working to 42 weeks, as opposed to Oldham who have been working to 62 weeks. It is hoped that as a result of the Adoption Action plan the courts will now have to manage their care proceedings in line with the government target of 42 weeks. This will help Oldham reach its targets on timeliness in the future.

- The use of own in-house psychologist to help with profiling children and separating siblings groups also reduces the time children wait. This one of the single biggest area’s for local authorities not meeting targets on timeliness. It would be good practice, and help reduce the uncertainty for children who are often left in limbo while decisions are made about them.

- Having a good legal system that is inclusive in all the planning stages reduces delay. Oldham’s legal team have traditionally worked well with the area teams, they have begun to work with the adoption team and keep them informed as to the plans and changing circumstances of the children. Potential area for delay needs to be transmitted to the adoption team at an early stage so that they can plan effectively.

- Preparation work with children where the plan is adoption needs to be part of the process, and not left to the end, this has been a cause of concern for most adoption teams that I met with. This could be part of the process that looks at an early stage how the management of the care plan should be implemented, it is particularly important with sibling groups and older children, as these groups of children have in the past been the children who wait the longest for permanence. Better planning at this stage with input from the psychological service would improve outcomes for children.

As part of the adoption audit that I looked at some months ago it was clear that delays for children happen when they are older children, part of a large sibling group, or they are children with additional needs either with health or development uncertainty. Additional delays occur when there are legal difficulties.

Some of the potential areas of delay can be identified at an earlier stage, for example sibling groups and children with additional needs. Not all eventualities can be foreseen, however in most cases small adjustments can make a big difference to the timeliness of placements.
Taking the best from the examples above would in my view improve the overall timeliness.
To quote a phrase from the successful Olympic cycling team “The Aggregation of Marginal Changes”, can make the difference between a team performing well, to a team that performs outstanding.

Footnote:

One of the highest achieving local authorities on the timeliness of placement scorecard, only family finds for children with Care Order's, once the placement has been identified and agreed they apply to court for the Placement Order. Thus their A2 score is measured in days rather than months.
This is not the practise in the Manchester Courts, and would not be possible for Oldham or indeed any local authority who works within the Manchester Courts to apply the same process. It is however an interesting statistic of the adoption scorecard.
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## Adoption Scorecard

### Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LA's 3 year average (2009-12)</th>
<th>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family (days)</th>
<th>Average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and the local authority deciding on a match to an adoptive family (days)</th>
<th>Children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family (number and %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>659</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>70 (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend - Improvement from 2011 to 2012</td>
<td>Average time in 2012 was shorter</td>
<td>Average time in 2012 was shorter</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England 3 year average (2009-12)</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>10,180 (56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from 2010-13 performance threshold</td>
<td>20 days</td>
<td>40 days</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average Time Indicators

- **Oldham's 3 year average (2009-12)**: 659 days (253 days) = 70 (62%)
- **England 3 year average (2009-12)**: 636 days (195 days) = 10,180 (56%)

### Prospective Adopters

- **Indicators to be agreed for Prospective Adopters**
- **Data not available until 2013**

### Related Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions from care (number adopted and % leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td>70 (18%)</td>
<td>15 (13%)</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>15 (15%)</td>
<td>20 (7%)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and % of children for whom the permanence decision has changed away from adoption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its adoptive family (days)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children from ethnic minority backgrounds (number adopted and % of BME children leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoptions of children aged five or over (number adopted and % of children aged 5 or over leaving care who are adopted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of care proceedings locally (weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children awaiting adoption (as at 31 March 2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of approved prospective adopters (as at 31 March 2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- Data not available until 2013
- Additional performance indicators not provided.
Following the publication of the Adoption scorecard, some analysis has been carried out to see how Oldham compares against their statistical neighbours (SN), and looking at how this has changed on last year’s scorecard.

The first measure looks at the average length of time between a child entering care and becoming adopted (in days.) We have improved on last year’s performance by 45 days. In terms of where we rank between our SN our ranking has improved by three places moving us from 10\textsuperscript{th} (second highest) to 7\textsuperscript{th}. The average of all SN has increased by 25 days taking it to 620 and 11 days nationally, however we are slightly below these averages of 659 nonetheless the gap is closing.

The next measure looks at the average time between a local authority receiving court authority to place a child and finding a suitable family for adoption. Oldham previously ranked the worst (11\textsuperscript{th}) for this measure however we have shown improvement this year with an overall improvement of 46 days which has improved our ranking to 8\textsuperscript{th}. The SN average has increased for this indicator by 24 days taking it to 217 days, and the same for the National average which takes it to 195 days. Although we are still slightly above both averages the gap has reduced significantly.
The following measure looks at the percentage of children who wait less than 21 months between entering care and being adopted, the greater the percentage the better the performance. Our performance this year has improved by 8% taking us from 54% to 62%, in addition we have improved our position against the SN by 2 places moving us from 4th to 6th. Oldham is slightly higher than both the National and SN average.

The following chart looks at the percentage of children within care who are leaving to be adopted; overall there has been little or no change with this indicator. However despite staying the same as last year at 18% our position across the SN has improved from 4th to 7th, this is due to the a decrease in performance across the following authorities; St Helens decreased form 21% to 14%, Calderdale decreased from 19% to 15% and Kirklees form 20% to 16%. Despite this however Bolton has increased their performance in this
measure from 22% to 26%. We are above both the SN and National average which is both currently 12%.

The following measure looks at those whose decision for permanent residency has moved away from adoption. Although our position for this indicator has improved by 2% it hasn't changed our ranking. Previously there were four authorities whose numbers were too small to show for confidentiality reasons, this year they have been included except for Rochdale whose numbers are still too small, Halton has no children who fall in this indicator.

The following chart breaks down the percentage of people from minority ethnic groups who are adopted. As discussed for the previous measure, the five authorities following Walsall have been unable to display figures due to small numbers for confidentiality reasons. We have stayed the same for this indicator at 15% however ranking across SN has increased from 7th to the
second highest (10th) due to a reduction in performance among other authorities.

The following indicator looks at the percentage of children who are looked after aged over 5 who are being adopted, performance on this measure has declined slightly this year by 1% (7%), however it still remains above the SN (6%) and National (4%) average.

Figures on the following indicator are from the Cafcass national Case Management System the duration of time is calculated from the date of care application to the completion of the court to date the application. Our performance has declined with an increase of 1 week (59 weeks) and remains slightly above the SN average (55 weeks.) this has also resulted in an increase in raking from 8th to 9th.
The number of children awaiting adoption at the 31st March 2012 has stayed the same (25.) our position among the SN remains the same however there has been an increase overall by 5 on average across the SN and by 1460 Nationally. Kirklees has significantly increased the number awaiting Adoption from 60 in 2011 to 90 in 2012.

There has been a new indicator for this year which looks at those children who are adopted by their Foster parents. The indicator looks at the average length of time between a child entering care and moving in with its adopted family for those who have been adopted by the same family. Our average length of days was 591 which ranked us 9th. We were 41 days worse than the SN average of 551 and 45 days worse than the National average of 546.
Average time between a child entering care and moving in with its foster family, for children who have been adopted by their foster parents (days)

Redcar and Cleveland: 457 days
Bradford: 495 days
Halton: 501 days
Walsall: 534 days
Tameside: 558 days
St Helens: 564 days
Calderdale: 566 days
Bolton: 577 days
Oldham: 591 days
Kirklees: 619 days
Rochdale: 634 days